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HandbookGermany.de is Europe’s biggest online information portal for refugees.
It offers them information about different aspects of living in Germany. The
content of the website has to be translated into commonly spoken languages
among refugees. Crowdsourcing the translations was identified as a potential
method to reduce costs and time requirements of traditional translators.

Even though crowdsourcing can often create poor quality translations, the de-
velopment of a new crowdsourced translation system was started. To tackle the
quality issues, the system has to prevent the unsatisfactory responses of crowd
workers from becoming the end results, and to enable the workers to write better
translations to begin with.

We focused on improving the user interfaces shown to crowd workers. We devel-
oped three user interface variants and tested those alongside the first version of
the system. The variants showed different content, and two of those simulated
information that could be received from a machine translation backend.

The tests were run with English-to-Arabic language pair. We analyzed the results
and compared the variants with the initial system and each other. For this, we
used automatic translation evaluation metric BLEU and qualitative methods.

Our findings tell that showing the surrounding sentences around the original
sentence helps crowd workers to write better quality translations. We conclude
also that crowd workers improve the quality of existing translations poorly when
they have to find the mistakes in the translations themselves.

Our system needs a more advanced workflow to benefit from the machine transla-
tion backend. After modifications, the system should be retested preferably with
a larger sample size. Future research could try to identify the optimal amount of
visible context around original sentence.

Keywords: crowdsourcing, user interfaces, translation quality, BLEU
metric, A/B testing, small sample size

Language: English
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HandbookGermany.de on Euroopan suurin verkosta löytyvä pakolaisille tarkoi-
tettu tietoportaali. Se tarjoaa pakolaisille tietoa eri aiheista liittyen Saksassa
elämiseen. Verkkosivun sisältö on käännettävä pakolaisten yleisesti käyttämille
kielille. Käännösten joukkoistaminen tunnistettiin potentiaaliseksi tavaksi säästää
rahaa ja aikaa verrattuna perinteisiin kielenkääntäjiin.

Vaikka joukkoistaminen voi usein tuottaa huonolaatuisia käännöksiä, uutta jouk-
koistettua käännöspalvelua alettiin kehittämään. Laatuongelmien ratkaisemisek-
si palvelun on estettävä heikkojen vastausten päätyminen lopullisiksi tuloksiksi
sekä luoda joukkoistajille alusta alkaen mahdollisuuksia parempien käännösten
kirjoittamiseen.

Keskityimme parantamaan joukkoistajille näytettäviä käyttöliittymiä. Kehitim-
me niistä kolme eri muunnelmaa, joita testasimme palvelun ensimmäisen version
ohella. Muunnelmien sisältö erosi keskenään toisistaan, ja kaksi niistä simuloi
tietoa, jota voisi saada konekäännösohjelmasta.

Testeissä käännettiin englantia arabiaksi. Analysoimme tulokset ja vertasimme
muunnelmia alkuperäisen palvelun kanssa sekä keskenään. Tässä käytimme au-
tomaattista arviointimittaria, BLEU:ta, sekä kvalitatiivisia menetelmiä.

Löydöksemme kertovat, että ympäröivien lauseiden näyttäminen käännettävän
lauseen ympärillä auttaa joukkoistajia kirjoittamaan laadukkaampia käännöksiä.
Päättelemme myös joukkoistajien parantavan olemassa olevia käännöksiä huo-
nosti, jos heidän täytyy etsiä virheet niistä itse.

Palvelumme tarvitsee kehittyneemmän tavan järjestää tehtäviä hyötyäkseen ko-
nekäännösohjelmasta. Muutosten jälkeen palvelua kannattaisi testata uudestaan
mielellään suuremmalla otoksella. Jatkotutkimus voisi selvittää, mikä on opti-
maalinen määrä näkyvälle kontekstille käännettävän lauseen ympärillä.

Asiasanat: joukkoistaminen, käyttöliittymät, käännöksen laatu,
BLEU–mittari, A/B–testaus, pieni otos
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Glossary

A/B test The simplest controlled experiment conducted on-
line. Compares two versions of a feature, service,
etc. with each other.

BLEU Automatic metric for machine translation evalua-
tion. See section 2.4.1 for a more detailed expla-
nation.

CAT Abbreviation for Computer Aided Translation.

Computer Aided
Translation

The use of computer software to assist a human
translator in the translation process. See section 2.3
for a more detailed explanation.

Coordination
workflow

Order and combination of different tasks in the
crowdsourced system.

Corpus Collection of sentences on a specific topic. May in-
clude translations to different languages.

Crowdee Partner company in the ERICS project. Also, the
name of their crowdsourcing platform that is used
in the project.

Crowdsourcing ”Crowdsourcing is the act of taking a job tradition-
ally performed by a designated agent (usually an
employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, gen-
erally large group of people in the form of an open
call.” [16]

Crowdsourcing
platform

Web service where requesters can create tasks for
crowd workers to perform.

Crowd worker Person who performs a crowdsourcing task.
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EIT digital The digital branch of European Institute of Technol-
ogy. It connects the ERICS partners together and
is the primary funder of the ERICS project.

ERICS European Refugee Information and Communication
Service. The project that was the work context of
this study.

Glossary Part of translation software. Presents a list of terms
in a source language and translations in a target
language.

Google Translate Multilingual machine translation service provided by
Google.

HandbookGermany
.de

Biggest refugee information portal in Europe. Used
as the pilot platform in the ERICS project.

Language checker An Arabic native speaker, who provided content for
the user interface variants and evaluated the crowd
worker responses.

METEOR Automatic metric for machine translation evalua-
tion. See section 2.4.2 for a more detailed expla-
nation.

Micro-task Crowdsourcing task that usually takes seconds or
minutes to complete.

Minimum Viable
Product

Used in this study to describe the first functional
version of the developed crowdsourced translation
system.

MT Abbreviation for Machine Translation.

MVP Abbreviation for Minimum Viable Product.

NMT Abbreviation for Neural Machine Translation.

OEC Abbreviation for Overall Evaluation Criterion.

Overall Evaluation
Criterion

Single metric that combines together the objectives
and values that are important in the results of A/B
tests. See section 2.5.1 for a more detailed explana-
tion.
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Proofread task The second task in the workflow of the MVP. Asks
crowd workers to improve an assigned translation.

SD Abbreviation for Standard Deviation.

SMT Abbreviation for Statistical Machine Translation.

TM Abbreviation for Translation Memory.

Translation
Memory

Main component of most CAT tools. Stores user’s
translations and proposes those for reuse in suitable
situations. Can be reused and shared between trans-
lators.

Translation task The first task in the workflow of the MVP. Asks
crowd workers to translate an assigned sentence.

Unk Symbol representing a rare word that a machine
translation service was unable to translate.

User interface
variant

An alternative user interface with different content
to be used in the Translation task. Three variants
were tested in this study.

Workflow See coordination workflow.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis describes a user-centered design and testing process of a crowd-
sourced translation system. The system offers a new way to translate arti-
cles without the need of professional translators. Instead it utilizes amateur
crowd workers, and will be integrated with neural machine translation in
the future. The initial goal is to translate articles of HandbookGermany.de
website1, which is the biggest information portal for refugees in Europe.

Crowdsourcing is seen as a way to reduce costs and getting faster re-
sults compared to professional translating, but the typically lower quality of
crowdsourced translations forms a problem. To solve this issue, we designed
and tested user-friendly interfaces to be used by the crowd workers in the
tasks. We wanted these user interfaces to utilize information that could be
received from a machine translation backend.

We build this study on top of Tom Hutman’s thesis [19] that includes a
good overview of crowdsourced translation systems and related topics. He
also presents initial designs of user interface variants that we used as basis for
functional variants we developed on the Crowdee crowdsourcing platform2.

We tested the initial system with real users to determine a baseline for
the translation quality the system can generate. After that, we tested three
different user interface variants to identify how additional information might
help crowd workers. We see this whole process as an iterative one where new
tests and improvements should be continuously implemented. We did not
think our solution would be the final one, rather the iterative development
should continue throughout the whole life cycle of the system.

Because the sample sizes in our tests were relatively small, the results
should be regarded more as guidelines for ongoing development. They can
also be used as a baseline in the upcoming test rounds.

1Handbook Germany — https://handbookgermany.de/
2Crowdee — https://www.crowdee.de/
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.1 Context

The amount of refugees seeking Asylum in Europe has increased significantly
in the recent years [15]. Many of the refugees do not speak the language of
their destination country, which makes communication and finding relevant
information harder. Newcomers may try to find help and tips from other
refugees or social media platforms, but the received information can be in-
correct.

HandbookGermany.de is a website created for refugees to act as a for-
mal source of information about different aspects of living in Germany. The
website gathers together reliable information and aims to answer questions
that refugees might face in their daily life. These issues include topics such
as health care, working permits, civil rights, childcare and laws. The web-
site aims to provide information in the most used languages among refugees.
Currently the translations on HandbookGermany.de are bought from exter-
nal agencies, which the website considers problematic for two reasons: pro-
fessional translators are expensive to use and typically deliver work slowly.

These problems led to initiation of the ERICS (European Refugee In-
formation and Communication Service) project. Its goal is to develop a
crowdsourced translation system that could create translations to and from
any major EU and refugee language. The project is partially funded by Euro-
pean Institute of Technology (EIT), and there are five partner organizations
working on it. The partners and their roles are presented in section 1.3.

1.2 Problems and research questions

Crowdsourcing has the potential to create good quality translations faster
and for cheaper price [23]. This is mostly due to having a large worker pool
always available and being able to combine efforts of multiple workers. On
the other hand, ensuring good quality of the work can be hard [6, 22]. Main
reasons for the issues with quality are poor coordination workflow design and
unsatisfactory results from crowd workers [22].

The key to successful crowdsourcing is keeping the amount of needed
work low while combining the results of different workers in the most efficient
way possible to enhance the end result quality. To confirm that the system
developed in the ERICS project actually works towards this goal, we have
to be able to evaluate the output quality of different versions of the system
with each other. Feasible quantitative data guides the iterative design to the
right direction allowing the overall quality of the end results to improve.

This leads to our first research question:
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How to test the output quality of different crowdsourced
translation system versions?

To enable smart iterative development, different versions of our crowdsourced
translations system have to be easily comparable with each other. Some
changes do not affect the whole system but only parts of it, e.g. user interfaces
for certain tasks in the coordination workflow. When testing those changes,
it would be beneficial if those would not need to be evaluated by comparing
versions of the system overall, but rather results from single steps in the
workflow. Still some attributes, for instance the workflows themselves, have
effects on the whole system, which means the evaluation has to be conducted
on the overall results.

In conclusion, there can be different sort of changes to the system, and
those need to be evaluated with appropriate means. To answer this research
question we need to find those suitable evaluation methods, and make sure
that the developed system can yield results that give enough information
to conduct the evaluations. Each test that runs through the system costs
money, because crowd workers need their payments. This budget-related
constraint leads us to the second research question:

How to manage relatively small sample sizes when com-
paring the output quality of different crowdsourced trans-
lation system versions?

When large websites compare different features and website versions with
each other, the sample size is usually large, even millions [26], or the test can
run a little longer in order to raise the sample size. But, as previously stated,
with our system, we have to pay for each test, and that limits the sample
size. Many studies related to crowdsourcing have used Amazon Mechanical
Turk3 to carry out the crowdsourcing tasks. The price point of a single task
on Mechanical Turk is significantly lower than on the Crowdee platform that
is a key part in our system.

The price point on Crowdee is relatively high, and it is not likely to
cheapen in the future either, as the company’s value proposition for crowd
workers tells that they can get paid comparable to real salary from regular
jobs. We might be able to test our initial hypotheses on cheaper platforms,
but our plan is to utilize test methods that could be used throughout the life
cycle of our iteratively developed system. This means it is wiser to stay with
Crowdee all the way from the start.

3Amazon Mechanical Turk — https://www.mturk.com/
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To answer this research question, we should present ways to mitigate
effects of small sample sizes in the test and evaluation methods. On top of
finding the methods that we can use now, those should also include plans for
the future iterations.

After the basis for testing have been clarified, we can start to find user
interface variants that could help crowd workers to create better quality
translations. The last research question focuses on this topic:

How different kind of user interface content could im-
prove the output quality of crowdsourced translation
system?

The main goal of this study is to test a few user interface variants that show
different content to the crowd workers. It would be desirable for the ERICS
project if these variants tried to utilize information received from a machine
translation backend. By testing these user interfaces we hope that we could
identify ways to help crowd workers write translations with better quality.

Many user interface prototypes have been designed and user tested in the
previous stages of the project. This means our goal lies heavily on testing
these ideas in action and analyzing the results. Still, from all of the pre-
vious ideas, we have to be able to identify the ones that can actually be
implemented in the system before we can finalize their design and content.

Even though we have basic ideas for the user interfaces variants, we need
to develop those into functional versions and decide whether to utilize func-
tional machine translation backend in some way or to simulate the content
of the variants. Before running the user interface variant tests, we should be
able to answer the first two research questions, so we would be ready to col-
lect all necessary information from the Crowdee platform. We have to decide
what is the baseline we are testing the user interface variants against, and
figure out how the selected test methods could be used during the upcoming
development iterations.

1.3 Partners and roles

There are five different partner organizations working in the ERICS project.
Here we present briefly each of the partners, and outline their responsibilities
and roles in the project.
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T-Systems Multimedia Solutions
(part of Deutsche Telekom)

T-Systems MMS is the core of commercial launch of the crowdsourced trans-
lation system developed in the ERICS project. On top of that, T-Systems
MMS provides HandbookGermany.de website to be used as the pilot platform
for the developed system.

Crowdee

Crowdee operates a micro-task crowdsourcing platform with the same name
as the company. That platform is used in the ERICS project to run the
crowdsourced translation tasks. Their main responsibility in the project is
opening the platform to allow other partners connect to it.

Deutsches Forschungzentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz
(DFKI)

DFKI is a research institute focused on Artificial Intelligence. They have
expertise also in natural language processing. Knowledge of these subjects is
supposed to be used to reduce the workload of the crowd workers. This could
be achieved through machine translation or by creating supportive features
for the crowd workers.

Technische Universität Berlin

TU Berlin is in leadership position in the ERICS project, and they have pre-
vious experience with micro-task crowdsourcing. Their main responsibility
is to develop an interface server to integrate the different parts of the ERICS
project together.

Aalto University

At Aalto University we have designed advanced workflows and user tested
different user interface prototypes for the crowdsourced translation system.
Current responsibility of Aalto University is to create user interface variants
that could utilize machine translation backend to help the crowd workers in
their tasks. With help of TU Berlin and Crowdee these user interfaces are
supposed to be tested in the system. The received results should be analyzed
in comparison to the current version of the system.
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1.4 Scope

This study focuses on enhancing the quality of translations created by a
crowdsourced translation system. To enable this, we try to identify what
sort of user interface content helps crowd workers to create better quality
translations. Our goal is to find proof-of-concept level results rather than
statistical significance, because the system development and testing is sup-
posed to be iterative throughout the life cycle of the service, and it would be
too expensive to keep the sample size large enough for statistical purposes in
each test round.

Because the sample sizes in our tests will stay relatively small, we have
to find ways to manage them. This is done by planning the tests carefully
and introducing qualitative evaluation methods to the analysis. Qualitative
results could help us understand the issues behind different quality trans-
lations created by crowd workers. The evaluation methods we use in this
study, or at least the automatic evaluation part, should be replicable in the
upcoming test rounds.

The test phase consists of two parts, of which the first aims to find the
translation quality baseline that can be achieved by the first version of our
system. In the second part, we introduce user interface variants that show
additional information to crowd workers and analyze how the quality of their
translations changes based on the help they have available. The introduced
features in the user interface variants utilize machine translation backend
and are based on professionally used Computer Aided Translation tools.

1.5 Approach

The ERICS project was well underway before and will continue after this
study. Tom Hutman’s master’s thesis [19] presents most of the previous
work that relates to our study. Many aspects of our literature review would
have needed more focus if we did not have the previous work ready to be
used. Also, the basis for potential designs of different user interface variants
came from Hutman’s work. We have built our own solutions on those ideas
and pursued to use and test those in practice.

We had a first version of the system available for testing in the beginning
of our study. To enable a functional version quickly, it was developed to be
as simple as possible and does not follow the guidelines identified during the
project. The first version of the system was considered as our baseline, and we
knew there would be many ways to improve it during future development and
tests. We conducted all tests with English-to-Arabic language pair, because
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Arabic is a common language among refugees. Also, English is likely a typical
input language for the system and all ERICS project partners spoke it, which
made the test process a little easier for us.

In this study, our goal was to test the output quality of the initial system
and to take the next iterative development step forward. Our system will be
integrated with a machine translation backend, so we wanted to investigate
ways it could be utilized in tasks we assign to crowd workers. We designed
the user interface variants, which were tested in the second test round, to
simulate information we could get from a machine translation backend.

To utilize iterative development, we had to find a way to measure the
output quality of our system throughout its life cycle. This led us to identify
the key variables we wanted to improve in the end results of the system. The
overall quality of translations was identified as the most important criterion,
so we examined ways to evaluate it with automatic metrics. We considered
using human experts expensive and time consuming so quantitative evalua-
tion was identified as our main method. Still, as our sample sizes were rela-
tively small, we decided to introduce qualitative evaluation to the analysis.
To understand what sort of problems the crowdsourced translation system
really had, we used an Arabic native speaker to evaluate the crowdsourced
translations, and to pinpoint and describe the mistakes in those.



Chapter 2

Conceptual background

We conducted a literature review to gain deeper understanding on problems
presented in section 1.2. In this chapter we present the key findings on areas
related to our study.

These areas obviously included crowdsourcing and utilizing it with com-
plex tasks including translation. To help us in the design phase, we researched
computer aided translation tools used by professional translators and effec-
tive coordination workflows that can be used in crowdsourced translation
systems. We researched on machine translation and different translation
evaluation methods to be prepared to analyze the output of our system. To
achieve meaningful test results we studied A/B testing and especially how it
could be used effectively with relatively small sample sizes.

The initially relevant studies were found through online database Google
Scholar1 and from Tom Hutman’s thesis [19]. New sources were found by
examining sources of these initial studies and by getting recommendations
from colleagues.

2.1 Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is a term introduced by Jeff Howe in a Wired magazine article
in 2006 [17]. In this study we use the definition Howe most recently offers
on his website [16]:

”Crowdsourcing is the act of taking a job traditionally performed
by a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it
to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an
open call.”

1Google Scholar — https://scholar.google.com/
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Crowdsourcing brings together requesters and crowd workers. The former
creates tasks for the latter to perform. The tasks can vary from micro-tasks
that take seconds to complete to much more complex work. Many times
the desired work is so complex that decomposing it into smaller tasks is
necessary. Results from these tasks are then compiled together to achieve
a desired end result. Tasks are offered and performed on different online
platforms that might offer monetary rewards or motivate the crowd workers
in some other way. [22] Here we focus on paid crowdsourcing of tasks that
can be completed relatively quickly.

2.1.1 Social effects

Crowdsourcing can yield many benefits for both the requesters and the crowd
workers. For the former it provides high throughput and lower costs. They
may also have access to more flexible workforce, and geographical limitations
can be diminished. For the crowd workers clear benefits are new opportunity
for income and autonomy. On top of that, crowdsourcing might help workers
with social mobility if local economies are stagnant or societal situation limits
possibilities. [22]

On the other hand, crowdsourcing could as well diminish the quality of
crowd workers’ lives through low pay for labor [22]. This matter has brought
up numerous concerns on small and slow payments or unfair rejections of
work [4]. A recent study from 2016 by Hitlin [14] shows that on the widely
used Amazon Mechanical Turk platform (see section 2.1.4) crowd workers
from United States fall into this low paid group. 52 percent of them earn less
than $5 an hour and only 8% earn $8 or more. It is notable that these crowd
workers are more educated and younger than the U.S. workers in general.
The research tells that 51% of them have a college degree compared to the
general 36%, and 88% of them are under 50 years old compared to 66% of
all employed adults in U.S. On top of low pays, the crowd workers get no
worker benefits or protection [22].

Crowdsourcing could also lead to situations where unskilled crowd work-
ers replace skilled labor in some form, if the original work can be decomposed
into small pieces. This can be seen for example in speech transcription and
copyediting. [22] In some cases this might be true also for more complex
tasks, which we talk more about in section 2.1.3.

When using crowd workers instead of traditional labor, it is harder to
ensure that workers will not leave the projects even abruptly at some point.
Same goes the other way around, as there are no guarantees that requesters
commit to offer jobs in long-term. It is hard to penalize either group in these
situations, which in turn keeps up the uncertainty. [22]
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Another issue is that requesters can, and some of them do, create uneth-
ical or even illegal tasks for crowd workers to complete [4]. The questionable
tasks can include breaking CAPTCHAs, mining gold in games and even
locating dissidents [22]. As most crowdsourcing platforms are anonymous,
there is little risk to behave this way [4].

2.1.2 Challenges with quality

On top of social level issues, crowdsourcing has its own challenges for re-
questers on task and output level. In 2015 Bernstein et al. [6] found that
30 percent of responses from popular Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourc-
ing platform (see section 2.1.4) were unsatisfactory when tasks were related
to writing and reading. Overall, the quality of responses by crowd workers
varies significantly, which is not acceptable for the customers.

Some of the unsatisfactory results come from lazy crowd workers who
try to do the least amount of work possible to get paid [6]. There are also
crowd workers who try to get paid by blatantly cheating the system by en-
tering useless information with automatic scripts, random typing or copying
translations from online translation tools [4]. Another group of problematic
workers are the overly eager ones, who try to be helpful, but give answers
outside the scope of the assigned task. Some crowd workers might also acci-
dentally create mistakes to their answers especially in complex tasks. [6]

On top of crowd worker related uncertainties, it is possible that the re-
questers cause the poor responses by providing unclear instructions in the
tasks [22]. In general, the design of the task and its content can improve the
quality received from the crowd workers [21].

The requesters face challenges also because most of the traditional meth-
ods to maintain high quality work have limited power with crowd workers.
Requesters can offer monetary rewards, impose reputation penalties and re-
ject poor results, but they do not have as good visibility to crowd workers’
behavior and cannot supervise them as efficiently as in traditional working
environment. As the contact with crowd workers is limited, it is hard to treat
the workers individually and adjust the approach to fit each worker. [22]

2.1.3 Complex tasks

The common use cases of crowdsourcing are simpler tasks, such as image
labeling, that need little cognitive effort and have low interdependence be-
tween single assignments [23, 32, 36]. Still, using crowdsourcing in complex
work can increase its value to a new level. When working with complex task,
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it is important to create an efficient coordination workflow (see section 2.1.5)
and to focus on task design and descriptions. [22]

We need to take these aspects carefully into account in the development
of our system, as writing, and processing words in general, is a complex task
and needs deep cognitive abilities [6]. Writers face many different choices
that can have effects throughout the text, and sometimes even professionals
make mistakes. On top of that, translation is one of the most challenging
and time consuming writing related tasks humans can take on [7].

Complex tasks also demand more from the crowdsourcing platform, be-
cause when the complexity of tasks rises, finding competent crowd workers
becomes harder as the required skill-level increases [1]. For translation tasks
this is especially true since all suitable workers have to be relatively fluent in
two specific languages.

2.1.4 Crowdsourcing platforms

There are numerous different crowdsourcing platforms available for everyone
with access to Internet to use. The differences between these sites are diverse.
Some platforms are focused on time-consuming tasks and skilled crowd work-
ers whereas on other platforms pretty much everyone could become a crowd
worker [22]. This reflects on the payments, which can start as low as cents
per micro-task.

On some platforms crowd workers are paid per task and on others the
winner of a competition gets the reward. Also the amount of work varies
significantly; the micro-tasks are completed in minutes, or even in seconds,
whereas tasks on some other platforms might take hours or even months.
[22]

Perhaps the most popular and well-known crowdsourcing platform is
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). It has been used to conduct crowd-
sourcing tasks in many studies we researched in the literature review (e.g.
[1, 6, 36, 44]). MTurk focuses on paid micro-task crowdsourcing and charges
a commission from requesters when a task is completed. 61 percent of the
tasks on MTurk pay $10 cents or less. [14]

2.1.5 Crowdsourcing workflows

When a crowdsourced task is too complicated for crowd workers to complete
alone, it has to be decomposed into smaller subtasks. These subtasks are
then arranged in order and the received responses are assembled together
based on the coordination workflow of the system. Workflows might utilize
combinations of parallel and subsequent tasks. [22]
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As we can see in section 2.1.2, the output of crowd workers can often be
unsatisfactory. The design of a workflow should prevent poor outputs from
ever reaching the customers, or even next steps in the workflow as errors
might compound when the output is used as input in another subtask [6].

The workflow can include many different types of subtasks. For example,
the tasks can ask crowd workers to create an initial response, spot or correct
mistakes in the previous response, verify the quality of the response or rank
different responses based on their quality. The tasks are completed by dif-
ferent crowd workers, who are usually allowed to work on as many tasks as
they desire. Same crowd worker should not be allowed to complete the same
parallel task with the same content more than once.

Many studies have looked at ways on how workflows can manage task
decomposing and subtask dependencies. A workflow designed specifically for
the crowdsourced translation system developed in the ERICS project was
suggested previously in the project [19]. It was influenced by a Find-Fix-
Verify workflow pattern proposed by Bernstein et al. in 2010 [6], where
crowd workers find and fix the mistakes in the responses, and verify that the
end results are good enough.

Figure 2.1: Schematic for the workflow suggested for the ERICS project [19].

The schematic for the proposed workflow of ERICS project [19] is pre-
sented in figure 2.1. It starts by dividing the original text into segments.
Each segment is then translated by multiple crowd workers in the Translate
task. In the Verify task, crowd workers are asked to evaluate the initial
translation. Based on these evaluations, the best translation is selected to
the next task where crowd workers try to find errors in it. If they do not
find errors, the segment passes the workflow. The erroneous translations,
on the other hand, are sent to be fixed before returning to the Verify task.
The workflow iterates the translations until each segment is approved or a
maximum number of iterations is reached. Then, it combines the translated
segments together to match the original text.

Finding and fixing mistakes in different steps is beneficial, because lazy
crowd workers, who try to do minimum work, can be directed to fix a marked
mistake they would otherwise ignore. The split also makes it easier to check
if there are mistakes that have not yet been corrected. It is important to keep
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some sort of verification task in the workflow, because it allows the system
to select the best responses to be returned to the requester. [6]

Bernstein et al. [6] state that in each stage of the Find-Fix-Verify pat-
tern, three to five crowd workers should be used in parallel. According to
them, a few alternatives are enough for the pattern to work. In their test to
shorten a text, the pattern required at least six crowd workers to complete
the Find task, and three for both the Fix and Verify tasks. Also, Zaidan and
Callison-Burch [44] use three to five crowd workers per task in their study
on crowdsourcing translations.

There are tools for workflow creation available, like the programming
language and framework CrowdLang developed by Minder and Bernstein
[31, 32]. It contains many interaction patterns that can be combined to
create a computational system that could bring together large number of
workers. It also enables the use of machine translations in the process. The
patterns can be combined together in multiple ways to form different types
of workflow schematics. By combining these patterns together in different
sequences, the workflows can be modified to fit specific use cases. This allows
modifying the workflow to be more dynamic.

2.1.6 Crowdsourced translation systems

Even though Machine Translation (see section 2.2) has developed remarkably
in recent years, it has not reached the level of human translators. On the
other hand, translating is a time consuming task for humans. Crowdsourced
translation systems try to benefit from human expertise while minimizing the
needed time by employing a plethora of crowd workers to complete individual
tasks. [7]

Crowdsourcing has been used to generate good quality translations in
different studies [7, 32, 44]. For example, Minder and Bernstein [32] were able
to translate over 30 pages of text in an hour with quality that significantly
outperformed machine translations by Google Translate.

With short texts, crowdsourced translation systems create better quality
translations if the tasks are completed in parallel instead of sequentially [7].
Here, the parallel working means that all crowd workers write translations
individually and evaluators select the best translation. Sequential working,
on the other hand, means that crowd workers improve the translations of
others coming up with a single result in the end.

One way to crowdsource a translation is to ask crowd workers to improve
an initial machine translation instead of writing the whole translation from
scratch [7, 32]. Borromeo et al. [7] found that neither of these methods
had benefits over the other concerning the quality of translations. They saw
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that the difference between the two methods was that with initial machine
translations, the crowd workers have to do less work. As a result to this,
they state that utilizing initial machine translations can cost less than pure
crowd based approaches.

2.2 Machine Translation

Translating natural language to another using computer programs is called
Machine Translation (MT) [18, 29]. It has been researched for 70 years dating
back almost to the first computers [9, 18]. During that time, many different
ways of conducting MT have been developed, most recent of these is called
Neural Machine Translation (NMT). Before NMT, the dominant machine
translation method was Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). [43]

Translations can be measured based on their adequacy and fluency. Those
look at the translations from different perspectives; adequacy tells how well
the translation conveys the meaning of original sentence, and fluency is de-
termined based on how smooth flow the text has. These categories are quite
independent: adequacy can be high even if the text is not very fluent, and
translation can get good points for fluency even if it does not convey the
correct meaning. [38] We talk more about evaluation of machine translations
in section 2.4.

2.2.1 Statistical Machine Translation

SMT solutions approach translation as a machine learning problem [29].
Large mono-, bi- and multilingual text corpora and databases created by
human professionals are algorithmically used to teach SMT solutions to
translate [18, 29]. Most SMT solutions are phrase-based, which means they
translate text in short sequences of words, i.e. phrases [43]. Some SMT solu-
tions are word-based, but those produce lower quality translations than the
phrase-based systems [29].

2.2.2 Neural Machine Translation

NMT needs same sort of human generated text corpora as SMT to learn to
translate [5]. A notable difference is that NMT is a large recurrent network
rather than combination of multiple integrated components and processing
steps like SMT [2, 5]. This results in processes of NMT being opaque to
analysis [5].
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Rare words are a typical problem for NMT systems that might not be able
to translate the more unusual words due to their relatively small vocabularies.
These words are often represented by an Unk symbol in the translations. [30]
Another pair of problems with NMT is over- and under-translations that
the system might generate. When a sentence is over-translated, some of its
words are unnecessarily translated multiple times. Under-translation on the
other hand means that some words in sentence are not translated at all.
[41] Compared to rare word problem, under-translation can happen with any
words, even the common ones.

2.2.3 Comparison of SMT and NMT

There has been a significant shift from SMT to NMT in the machine trans-
lation field. Previously NMT was computationally too costly and demanded
too much resource to compete with SMT, but the situation has since changed
[5, 43]. NMT needs more data than SMT in order to get off the ground, but
it exploits the added data more efficiently [24].

Even though NMT has been introduced only in recent years, it has already
surpassed SMT in translation quality [2, 5, 39]. This progress can also be
seen in available automatic translation tools such as Google Translate2, which
started to use NMT in 2016 [42].

NMT and SMT create translations through distinct processes that cause
differences in their typical challenges and styles of the output sentences.
Translations produced by NMT are more fluent than the ones created with
SMT [39], but can lack adequacy [40]. When the system is working out of
domain, NMT might even ignore adequacy completely to keep the text fluent
[24]. The translation quality of NMT has been found to diminish more with
really long sentences than the quality of translations by SMT [39], though
there are also conflicting findings on the topic telling that long sentences do
not create new differences between the two methods [5].

2.3 Computer Aided Translation tools

Here we present strictly the basics of Computer Aided Translation (CAT)
tools and their usage, since the previous phase of our project had already
covered the topic more deeply. CAT tools are intended to be used by trans-
lators in their translation process. Compared to machine translation solu-
tions, the translation process stays human-centric even when CAT tools are

2Google Translate — https://translate.google.com/
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used, because those are only supposed to help translators in their process
while leaving responsibility of creating the final translations to the transla-
tors. CAT tools can help translators to work faster and create translations
with better quality if used correctly. [8]

Currently the most popular CAT tools are called Translation Environ-
ment Tools. These are combined from multiple components, which can vary
from product to another. In most cases, the main component of these tools
is Translation Memory (TM). It stores the user’s previous translations and
proposes those for reuse in suitable situations. When the user starts to trans-
late a new text segment, TM tries to find matching translations for the whole
text, or parts of it, and shows the result to the user. Translators can accept
the suggestions, make modifications to them or discard them completely. It
is never mandatory to keep the suggestions in the end result. [8]

Translators can use pre-existing TMs in different projects. The client
who ordered the translation can even share their existing TM in order to
help the translator. Using an existing TM can help with the efficiency of the
CAT tool as it is then more likely able to return suitable matches for the
translator. [8]

When a CAT tool goes further with the suggestions, it can even generate
translations for segments that the TM has no match for [8]. These sugges-
tions can be seen as Machine Translations (see section 2.2), because those
utilize TM very little or not at all. In this sort of solutions, it is best to
integrate the CAT tool with Neural Machine Translation as the percentage
of translations with very few mistakes is higher in NMT than in Statistical
Machine Translation [5]. As more sentences have few to none mistakes, the
translators can finalize and approve those sentences faster which leaves more
time for harder sentences or shortens the overall duration of the process.

In most CAT tools TM is integrated with Terminology Management Sys-
tem (TMS), which stores information on terminological level. Translators
who use a CAT tool that has a TMS can create new and edit old terms in
memory and retrieve information from a termbase when needed. It is also
possible to use TMS in a more automatic way by letting it compare the orig-
inal sentence with the memory and display matching terms and translations
of those to the users right away. [8]
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2.4 Automatic translation quality evaluation

The quality of translations can be extensively evaluated by humans, but
it takes a long time and is expensive [3, 33, 37]. To combat these issues,
a number of different automatic metrics for machine translation evaluation
have been developed. All of these metrics require at least one corpus of good
quality translations that can be used as a basis for comparison. Different
metrics have distinct ways to compare the machine translations to the gold
standard translations of the corpora. To get meaningful scores, it is vital
that the quality of the corpora is high.

For these metrics to be usable, it is important that the scores they give
correlate greatly with human judgment of MT quality [3, 33]. It is also possi-
ble to create human-in-the-loop variants of existing metrics, to possibly make
them correlate with human judgment even better [37]. Utilizing human in-
put would obviously demand more resources and time than using completely
automated metrics.

Crowdsourced translations correlate with machine translations [44], and
previous studies have used different automatic metrics to evaluate crowd-
sourced translations (e.g. [1, 32, 44]). Crowdsourced translation systems,
like the one we are developing, aim to create translations that would be
highly regarded and easily understood by people. As our plan is to develop
and test our system iteratively in the future, we knew these automatic eval-
uation metrics would likely be in the core of our study. Here we present a
few popular metrics that can be used to evaluate translation quality.

2.4.1 BLEU metric

BLEU was introduced in 2002 by Papineni et al. [33], and it has since been
used in numerous studies (e.g. [1, 2, 30, 40, 41, 44]). The core idea be-
hind BLEU is that the quality of machine translations is directly related to
how closely those match professional human translations [33]. According to
Snover et al. [37] BLEU is the most widely used automatic metric for ma-
chine translation evaluation. They state that BLEU is reliable, but relatively
unintuitive to use.

BLEU score is calculated by looking for words, or combinations of subse-
quent words, from translations and checking if those can be found anywhere
in the matching reference sentence of the corpus. These combinations of
words are called n-grams, where the n tells how many subsequent words are
looked for in the combination. BLEU score correlates best with monolin-
gual human judgment when it calculates all n-grams from 1-gram to 4-gram
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together. This means that the BLEU metric looks first through all words
one by one, then in pairs of subsequent words, and so on with three and
four subsequent words. The higher the n-gram rises, the more it tells about
fluency of the translation rather than adequacy like 1-gram does. [33]

It is possible to add multiple corpora as references to the BLEU metric.
Using multiple reference corpora means the machine translation candidate
can be compared with differently styled translations. This in turn means
that the resulting BLEU scores will be higher as the translation candidate is
likely to match more closely with some of the multiple references. [33] This
means comparing results from different studies should be done carefully since
only by using same corpora the results can be directly compared.

The 4-gram version of BLEU matches human judgment the best [33].
Still, in general, the metric needs many references and sentences to make
that happen [37].

2.4.2 METEOR metric

METEOR is another popular automatic metric for translation evaluation. It
was first introduced by Banerjee and Lavie [3] in 2005 to overcome issues
with the BLEU metric, and has been used in studies since (e.g. [32, 38]).
METEOR has been shown to correlate well with human judgment [37].

METEOR can use multiple corpora, and it compares the candidate trans-
lation to those individually and returns the highest score. METEOR works
on single word level, also known as 1-gram or unigram, to find similarities
between candidate and reference. The unigrams come from the candidate
and are checked for matches in the references in multiple steps. On top of
finding exact matches of unigrams it checks if words have the same stem or
are synonyms. Porter stemmer (see [34]) is used to stem the words before
METEOR tries to match those again. After completing all the stages, ME-
TEOR score is calculated by looking through the matching unigrams and
checking if those are also adjacent in the reference. [3]

2.4.3 Other metrics

BLEU and METEOR are the two most used automatic metrics for translation
evaluation in the studies we explored in the literature review. On top of these
two, multiple other evaluation metrics have been proposed. Some of those are
variants of others while some have a novel approach to translation evaluation.

NIST metric is a variant of BLEU. It gives more weight than BLEU
on n-grams that occur less frequently and are therefore considered more
informative. It also uses arithmetic average rather than geometric average,
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and calculates brevity penalty differently as it does not penalize on variation
of sentence length as much as BLEU does. [12]

Translation Edit Rate (TER) measures the quality of translations by
calculating how many changes a human would need perform in order to
make the candidate translation match the reference perfectly. When using
multiple references, TER only counts the changes needed to match the closest
reference. Then the number of edits is divided by the average number of
words in all of the references. [37]

2.5 A/B testing

The simplest controlled experiments conducted online are often referred to
as A/B tests [27, 28]. The goal of A/B testing is to determine which version
of a service, feature, product, etc. is superior compared to the other one.
This is done by splitting users randomly into two groups that are exposed
to the different versions of the test subject and examining their responses
[13, 20, 28]. The initial version of the test subject is called control and the
modified one is treatment.

A/B testing is popular with online services and websites, such as Face-
book, Google, Amazon and Twitter, as a tool to help make data-driven
decisions [11, 13]. Large Internet sites may run even tens of thousands of
A/B tests in a year. These tests are run concurrently and overlap with each
other. For example, in 2013 Microsoft ran over 200 simultaneous A/B tests
on Bing resulting in users seeing one of 30 billion possible variants of Bing.
Companies ranging from startups to biggest corporations see A/B tests indis-
pensable in their operation. A/B testing is especially useful in Agile project
where software is developed iteratively. [27]

In this study we use term A/B testing, but it is also known by different
names such as bucket testing, controlled experiment and split testing [13].
Each company can name their more complicated versions of A/B testing
differently, for example Microsoft refers to their controlled experiments as
”flight” and Amazon as ”weblab” [11].

In these more complicated experimentation settings multiple A/B tests
are conducted at the same time and users can be split into multiple overlap-
ping groups. This sort of test settings are outside the scope of this study.
The most complicated setting we are interested in here is testing multiple
variants of same feature with equal number of user groups. These tests have
been called A/B/n tests [27], but we refer to those simply as A/B tests and
describe in text how many variants we are testing.

A benefit of A/B testing is that it can objectively measure the value of
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different tested features. The most efficient way to reach this benefit is to
decide in advance how the experiment results should be evaluated and what
are the key values to examine. All interested parties should agree on these,
because some objectives can even compete with each other. The multiple
objectives of experiments can be followed with a scoreboard, but connecting
those together into a weighted combination is preferable. [28]

2.5.1 Overall Evaluation Criterion

Overall Evaluation Criterion (OEC) is a single metric that combines together
the many possible objectives and values that are important regarding to
the results of A/B tests. A good OEC can be measured in relatively short
durations, which means it should be combined of objectives that can be
measured in short-term, but predict long-term improvements. [27] Basically,
by looking at the effects different treatments have on the OEC, it should
be possible to decide whether to use the treatment, develop it further or
abandon the idea [25].

By creating the OEC in advance, the trade-offs of different key values
are thought through, which aligns the experiment behind a clear objective
[27, 28]. Having the OEC ready in advance reduces the risk of type I errors,
which mean finding results that seem significant from the data by chance
after the experiment [28].

2.6 Evaluation with small sample size

We cannot raise the number of crowd worker tasks, i.e. our sample size, to
anywhere near the ones conducted by big websites. This will likely mean
that we will not reach statistical significance with our automated evaluation
results. To ease this problem, we have to plan our tests carefully and utilize
different methods to ensure the reliability of our results. Here we present
aspects that are related to evaluation with small sample sizes as we try to
find guidelines and tips that we could utilize in our test plan.

The most straightforward way to improve power is typically raising the
sample size [11], but as it is not possible for us, this section will focus on
finding other means to accomplish more trustworthy results. Every controlled
experiment, including A/B tests, face the challenge of getting the power high
enough to detect the effect of a treatment for real [11]. The importance of
high power rises as the scale of testing grows bigger. Our tests are relatively
small on scale and their focus is restricted to specific area, which can be seen
as a positive in this case.
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It is easier to detect larger effects than small ones when conducting A/B
tests [26]. Big websites tend to focus on small treatment effects because the
scaled impact of those in revenue is significant. This is why they need to
expose such huge number of users to different treatments. For example, if
the change a site wants to detect is 10 times smaller than previously, they
need 100 times more users. It is also possible that only a small part of users
visiting the website get exposed to the treatments, which demands higher
overall count of users. [11]

When websites run many concurrent experiments, those can interact with
each other unexpectedly, which can lead to false results [26]. Also, testing
multiple ways to change the treatment in the same test, will lower the power
of the test [28]. Therefore, keeping the number of variables low in the tests,
can be seen as the safest and most powerful way to identify specific changes.

Student’s t-test is the most commonly used framework when analyzing
A/B tests conducted online [11]. The t-test requires that the results under
analysis are normally distributed and have equal variance in both control
and treatment groups [10]. Many times A/B tests conducted online have so
high sample size that the data can be assumed normally distributed based on
Central Limit Theorem [11]. Still, the t-test can be used with sample sizes
of less than five [10].

We looked for a formal test of normality that we could use to verify
whether the BLEU scores of our test results were normally distributed or
not. Based on a study from 2011 by Razali and Wah [35], Shapiro-Wilk test
proved to be the most powerful of four suitable tests. The other options
compared were Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Lilliefors and Anderson-Darling tests.
Based on their findings none of the four tests perform well with samples of
30 or under.

One way to phrase the goal of a crowdsourced translation system is that
it aims to create translations of superior quality compared with machine
translations. The averages of big samples likely equate these values, but on
sentence level there can be differences. In their study from year 2011 Zaidan
and Callison-Burch [44] measured correlations in quality between machine
translations and crowdsourced translations. They consider this can be seen
as a fitness-for-task measure, because if the results correlate, crowdsourc-
ing excels and struggles with same sentences as MT. Specifically they used
Pearson’s r to measure the correlations.



Chapter 3

Test planning phase

After conducting the literature review we were ready for the actual test phase
of our study. We had a first version of the crowdsourced translation system
already available for testing, and we planned to use the results it generates
as a baseline for all future test rounds. This meant we could focus on testing
the new user interface variants and compare those results with the ones from
the initial system.

We wanted to be careful with the tests and analysis of the results, since
we would have to manage with relatively small sample sizes, and as Kohavi
and Longbotham [27] say ”getting numbers is easy; getting numbers you can
trust is hard”. Our findings will be used in future development of the system,
so incorrect results and conclusions would guide the whole project into wrong
direction.

3.1 Minimum Viable Product description

The first finished version of our crowdsourced translation system was consid-
ered as Minimum Viable Product (MVP). The results it generates act as the
baseline for all upcoming test rounds even if we felt that it was not created
to match the state of the art systems. The workflow of the MVP is very
simple as figure 3.1 shows.

Figure 3.1: The workflow of the MVP.
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In the beginning, the workflow splits the original text into smaller seg-
ments, currently sentences. Then it utilizes two subsequent tasks that we call
the Translation task and the Proofread task. The workflow does not include
any method to select the best translation or to combine the Proofread task
results together.

The Translation task includes simply a sentence to be translated and
an answer field for the crowd worker to fill. The Proofread task shows the
original sentence with a related translation from the Translation task and tells
the crowd worker to write an improved translation. The number of parallel
tasks is not determined by design, rather it can be specified separately.

3.2 Approach

Our goal was to plan tests that could also be used with the future iterations
of the system. This meant that each test we conducted had to create compa-
rable test results that could be used in the future evaluations. We knew that
there should not be too many changes between system versions during same
test round. Otherwise, pinpointing the cause of the changes in the results
would become harder in the future rounds when new iterations of the system
would combine attributes and features together in different ways.

As we had financial restrictions due to each test costing money on Crowdee
platform, it was not possible to conduct multiple experiments with large sam-
ple sizes. These restrictions guided us to test the first version of our system
with bit larger sample and leave only little money to conduct additional tests
that could be used as guidelines for further development as sort of proof-of-
concept tests.

Knowing the sample sizes would be relatively small meant that selecting
and refining the test methods required strict focus. Therefore, deciding on the
key metrics for the evaluation early on was a priority. This included clarifying
the overall objectives we wanted to achieve with our iterative development
process. As the objectives should cover the whole lifecycle of our service, we
started to outline our Overall Evaluation Criterion (see section 2.5.1). Our
aim was to keep the OEC as simple as possible so it would suit the small
sample sizes.
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3.3 Evaluation objectives

We identified a few potential key aspects that could be included in the OEC
in some form: the quality of translation, the time crowd worker needed
to complete a task, the numbers of subsequent and parallel tasks in the
workflow, and the average number of completed tasks by single crowd worker
during one session or in some other time frame.

From these we picked the quality of translation as the most important
aspect for our service. We decided not to create the OEC with different
weights on certain aspects. Rather, we consider those as guidelines or con-
straints, i.e. the number of parallel or subsequent tasks should not rise too
high even if there could be little improvements in the quality. Same goes
with the time it takes to get the whole crowdsourcing process completed. It
was decided not to specify any values for these constraints yet, because we
did not have enough knowledge on the performance of the system. These
constraints should be specified after they can be based on the results pre-
sented in this study. During this test round our workflow includes only two
steps clearly satisfying any constraints, and we are only testing the variance
within parallel tasks rather than optimizing the amount of those yet.

3.4 Test plan

Refining the workflow of our system or designing and developing user in-
terfaces that utilize machine translation backend were identified as the two
changes that had the most potential to improve the MVP. As there were al-
ready many good guidelines for workflow design available (see section 2.1.5),
we decided to focus on the individual tasks and user interfaces. We also saw
testing user interfaces faster and easier than developing our system to match
an advanced workflow. The new workflow could be developed during the first
test round to save time. Our plan was to get the test result baseline from
the current version, and introduce machine translation backend elements in
the additional tests.

In the end, our system has to create better quality than available machine
translation services. Otherwise, using it would not be worthwhile, because
simpler and cheaper solutions could be utilized, or the created quality would
not match the customers’ requirements. To understand where our system
currently stands on this scale, we decided to compare our system with Google
Translate, like has been done previously [32]. Still, our focus lies on improving
the MVP no matter what the comparison with Google Translate tells.
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3.4.1 Test specification

After we had a general idea of our test objectives, we started to plan the
execution of our initial test. During this test round the goal was to test
the output quality of the MVP. This meant we would need to test both the
Translation and Proofread tasks even though we are more interested in the
Translation task results, because the user interface variants are designed for
that phase. Also, the Proofread task cannot be found in its current form
from any of the guidelines for workflow design (see section 2.1.5). Still, it is
important for the project to test also the Proofread task, because then the
more advanced workflows can be compared against the MVP.

All tests would be conducted on the Crowdee platform as it is in the core
of the developed system. As Crowdee promises the crowd workers payment
level that matches regular salary, we had to pay the crowd workers more than
for example on MTurk (see section 2.1.4). We decided to set the reward to
0.60 euros for each task and variant.

The quality of work that crowd workers create can vary substantially
even in simple tasks. This means crowdsourcing needs parallel output from
multiple crowd workers so that the worst ones would not have too big effect
on the end results. On the other hand, the more parallel work is requested,
the more it costs. These guidelines in mind, we decided that in our test
each sentence would be translated by three crowd workers in the Translation
task, and then the three translations would be worked on three times in the
Proofread task (see figure 3.2). To assure the comparability of the test results,
we decided that the user interface variants would also be tested three times
per sentence. Using three crowd workers in parallel matched the number
used in previous studies [6, 32, 44].

As noted previously, we decided to put the bulk of our allocated money
to testing the MVP to gain solid baseline results for future test rounds. We
decided that 60 sentences would be fitting, which meant we would have 180
Translation and 540 Proofread tasks in total.

The rest of the allocated resources would be used to test the user interface
variants. We settled on ten test sentences making the total number of tasks
30 per variant. If some variant proved to be efficient here, it could be tested
with larger sample size during the next test iteration. A visualization of our
test plan and task count can be found in appendix A.
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Figure 3.2: The workflow and task distribution of the MVP test.

3.4.2 User interface variant test

We wanted to find ways to improve the user interfaces that are shown to
the crowd workers. Hence, we decided to test how different content in the
tasks could help the crowd workers to write better translations. Because our
system would be integrated with a machine translation backend, we wanted
to find out how its input could be used in the user interfaces.

Figure 3.3: The workflow for the variant test.

We decided to design all tested user interfaces to replace the user interface
of the Translation task of the MVP, because we assume that the Proofread
task will go through more changes when the workflow of our system is tested
and developed further. This meant that the workflow (see figure 3.3) used in
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the user interface variant test could not be simpler.
When we started to determine the types of user interface variants to test,

we relied heavily on previous findings on CAT tools (see section 2.3) and
previously user tested user interface prototypes [19]. We ended up choosing
three user interface variants to be evaluated in our test. The actual designs
and reasoning behind those are presented in chapter 4.

The goal of the user interface variant tests was to identify potential ways
to develop our system further during the next iteration; we did not aim
for statistical significance. When designing the user interface variants, we
decided to change only the core feature to match the description of the user
interface variant in question. The final visual design would be left for later
iterations in the project. We decided to make only minimal changes, because,
based on our findings (see section 2.6), it would help us to manage small
sample sizes.

3.4.3 Test corpus

We decided to run the tests with English-to-Arabic language pair and chose
the MT track of IWSLT Evaluation 20161 to be our corpus for testing. Many
different corpora would have worked for us since the needed sentence count
was relatively low. The selected corpus was used in a machine translation
competition, and as our system aspires to surpass results of MT, we saw this
corpus fitting for us. The corpus included a transcription of a TED talk by
Al Gore on climate change2, which we consider interesting and important.
We selected 60 first sentences from the talk to be our test material.

We considered the first 60 sentences of the talk diverse enough for testing
our MVP, but to assure diversity for the user interface variant tests, we
decided not to simply select the first ten sentences. We talked to an Arabic
native speaker, whom we now on refer to as the language checker, who helped
us select sentences that might include different sort of translation challenges
for the crowd workers. We decided on tagging the sentences that seemed
interesting for us with a difficulty level from 1 to 3 before selecting sentences
from each of those groups to our user interface variant test material. The
selected sentences can be seen in appendix B.

1IWSLT Evaluation 2016, MT track — https://sites.google.com/site/
iwsltevaluation2016/mt-track

2TED Talk, TED2009, Al Gore — https://www.ted.com/talks/al_gore_
warns_on_latest_climate_trends
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3.5 Evaluation methods

After our test plan was completed, we started to choose the evaluation meth-
ods. We kept in mind that those had to usable also during subsequent test
rounds. We ruled out human-in-the-loop approaches as those require more
work and resources, and our plan is to iteratively test the system multiple
times in the future.

We decided to select BLEU as our primary and METEOR as our sec-
ondary evaluation metric. Both can be easily used in the future rounds as
long as there is a high-class corpus available. Also, both metrics have been
widely used in previous studies, and we saw no reason to try something differ-
ent than others. On top of these automatic evaluation metrics, we planned on
introducing qualitative evaluation methods to our analysis to help us manage
small sample sizes and big variance in translation quality.

We decided to test the normality of our results by Shapiro-Wilk test as it
was seen a good option in our literature review (see section 2.6). We planned
on giving more emphasis on the MVP results, because Shapiro-Wilk test does
not perform well with 30 samples or less [35]. The user interface tests we
planned to run would fall into this category, so the reliability of normality
test would be questionable with the results from those. If our test results
proved to be normally distributed, we would use Student’s t-test to analyze
if the user interface variant results differ significantly from the Translation
task results.

3.6 Managing small sample sizes

At this point we did not know what sort of standard deviation should be
expected between translations or how much the responses from different
crowd workers would exactly vary even between translations of the same
sentence. From our findings on managing small sample sizes (see section
2.6), we wanted to identify tips and guidelines to follow in our design and
test process to make the results a little more trustworthy. Our test plan
is based on these findings even if we do not mention that throughout this
section.

The basis for out A/B test is good, because all results we will get are
specifically related to any treatment or control we want. This is not always
the case with websites [11].
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3.6.1 Keeping changes to minimum

Our plan was to keep the amount of variables to the minimum to make
pinpointing the origin of changes in results straightforward. This thought
guided our decisions throughout the plan: Each variant introduced only one
change to the MVP, and we used the same sentences in each test, rather than
mixing those from one user interface variant test to another.

As we would need a translation for the same sentence multiple times, we
had to make sure that the same crowd worker would not by chance get a task
to translate the same sentence multiple times, or at least it would not happen
within a short period of time. Crowdee platform was able to make sure that
the same users would not be able to translate the same sentence more than
once with the same user interface variant. On the other hand, following users
between different variants was not feasible, which meant that theoretically
the same crowd worker could translate the same sentence once with each
variant. For that reason, we planned to release the tests few days apart, so
the crowd workers would not likely remember their previous answers.

Crowd workers would also obviously have differences between each other
in language skills, motivation, focus, etc. This could create even more vari-
ance to our results. To battle the differences in language skills, we used a
language level test on Crowdee to determine how fluent the crowd workers
were in Arabic. We used the same minimum level of language skills for the
MVP and each of the variants. All other attributes that could have affected
the crowd workers were also kept the same from variant to another. These
included amount of payment and the estimated and maximum times to con-
duct the task.

3.6.2 Qualitative analysis

When we considered our evaluation methods, we realized we could potentially
bring some qualitative evaluation to the mix by letting the language checker
to evaluate and compare the different translations. Based on our findings
in section 2.2, we decided that the qualitative evaluation would focus on
the adequacy and fluency of the translations. These two criteria were also
used by Borromeo et al. [7] to compare crowdsourced translations. The
language checker could also identify if the crowd workers were able to utilize
the information we had given them in the user interface variants.
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3.6.3 Fitness for task

To evaluate the system and its fitness for translations purposes in general, we
decided to measure the correlations between the output of our system and
Google Translate. Based on findings of Zaidan and Callison-Burch [44], we
trusted that crowdsourcing in general was a fitting approach, so our biggest
interest with correlations was geared towards the user interface variants.

Of course we would first need to test if the MVP correlated with machine
translations or not. If we would find correlation there, but not with some of
the variants, depending on the average results of that variant, it could mean
that the variant guides crowd workers to an undesired direction. This might
prove to be an interesting aspect for future research especially if the variant
generated good average quality. For us a negatively correlating variant could
be an asset in future workflows if we could utilize it in the sentences that it
succeeds at but machine translation and other variants do not.



Chapter 4

Design phase

The design phase of our process was quite straightforward after we had al-
ready decided in the planning phase which user interfaces we should test and
what are the key features in those. The user interfaces for the MVP were
already finished when we started this study, so we had to only design user
interfaces for the variants. In this chapter, we explain why these variants
were selected for the tests, and present their designs.

4.1 Designing the user interface variants

Results from previous user tests on prototypes [19] guided our design choices
greatly. The challenge in our design process was complying with the restric-
tions Crowdee platform has. It does not allow much freedom in visual aspects
as the question fields have to be built with very basic HTML. In the end, the
design file is sent to the Crowdee platform in JSON format.

When designing the variants, we wanted to keep those consistent with
each other to allow them to be possibly combined together during the later
development iterations. Also, if the user interfaces followed the same prin-
ciples, the crowd workers would less likely be confused by different looking
tasks. This meant that each modification in text (bold, italics, underline,
etc.) would be used to signal the same purpose in each variant.

The obvious goal of all variants is to reach better results with our OEC
(see sections 2.5.1 and 3.3), i.e. translation quality. The variants have dif-
ferent approaches to make this happen. Here we will present the basic idea
and the design of each variant.

31
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4.1.1 Glossaries

The idea behind the Glossary variant is to keep the context of text coherent.
The user interface is presented in figure 4.1. By showing translations for
the keywords of the topic, same words would not as likely be translated in
different ways from sentence to another. The MT backend would select couple
keywords from original sentence and tell how those have been translated
previously. The Glossary variant would then show the original words and
their translations to the crowd worker. The crowd worker would not have to
use these terms, rather those can be seen as suggestions.

This variant is inspired by CAT tools using Translation Memory and
Terminology Management Systems (see section 2.3). In the future, the way
of selecting the keywords could be more dynamic than utilizing only the MT
backend. In some cases importing an existing TM on the related topic to the
system could help crowd workers. Also, the system could allow the requesters
to define and translate some of the keywords themselves when some terms
would have to be translated in an exact way.

The key feature in the Glossary variant is the keywords shown below
actual task instruction. In our design each task could have maximum of
three keywords, so that there would not be too much cluttering information
in the user interface. We placed the keywords under the core instructions
so they would not distract the crowd workers. We believed this would keep
crowd workers more interested in reading the whole instruction text as the
last part would be there simply to help them, or if they skimmed through the
instruction and had limited focus, it would be better to miss the keywords
than parts of the original sentence.
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Figure 4.1: User interface of the Glossary variant from Crowdee platform.
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4.1.2 Presenting the context

The Context variant (see figure 4.2) will tackle the same issue of keeping the
context coherent, but its focus would be only on the immediate surroundings
of the sentence under translation. Our hypothesis on this variant is that
sometimes a lonesome sentence can be hard to translate as translators might
not understand what it is related to. By showing the surrounding sentences,
this variant tries to tackle those issues. Showing the context is used also in
the Find-Fix-Verify pattern [6].

The Context variant brought to our attention the need to format the orig-
inal sentence clearly distinct from the task instructions to ensure that the
crowd workers would not translate also the surrounding sentences. We cre-
ated many different combinations of instruction and original sentence styles
before selecting the final version. Most of the other versions did not present
the original sentence as distinctly as the selected one. This lead us to discard
those based on poorer usability, even though those looked subjectively more
beautiful.

Based on this design, we modified also the other variants. We formatted
all instruction texts to be in italics and original sentences as bolded and
underlined with larger font.

Figure 4.2: Task description part of the user interface of the Context variant from
Crowdee platform. Other parts of the user interface are similar to the ones
in the Glossary variant (figure 4.1).
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4.1.3 Simulating machine translations

The third user interface variant would show a machine translated version of
the original sentence for crowd workers to improve. The idea behind this
comes directly from CAT tools offering the same feature (see section 2.3).
The goal of the Machine Translation (MT) variant (see figure 4.3) is to make
it easier and faster for crowd workers to complete their tasks as they could
copy at least parts of the initial machine translation to their own answer. We
wanted find out if the crowd workers were able to find and fix the mistakes
in the initial machine translation.

Figure 4.3: Task description part of the user interface of the MT variant from Crowdee
platform. Other parts of the user interface are similar to the ones in the
Glossary variant (figure 4.1).

By using this variant, the development towards eliminating excessive sub-
sequent crowd tasks could be iterative, because when our machine translation
backend improves, the initial translations would need fewer corrections from
the crowd workers. It might even be possible to remove the first task from
crowdsourcing workflow and basically start from the second phase, i.e. proof-
reading in the MVP. Potentially the first task in the workflow would be to
check the machine translation quality. This would lead to keeping only the er-
roneous sentences in the workflow and returning the correct ones immediately
to the customers. If this variant would be selected for further development,
the workflow design should take these possibilities into account.

Design of the MT variant was quite straightforward as the more difficult
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choices were already made with the previous variants. The font styles were
already decided with the Context variant, and we saw no need to change
those. Placing the machine translated sentence to the bottom of instructions
was mimicked from the Glossary variant as same principles applied here. This
meant that only the instruction texts needed a little creativity. We decided
to keep the guiding words in front of the original sentence similar to the
Glossary variant. This in turn made it easy to add same sort of descriptive
words in front of the machine translated sentence.

4.2 Variant content

We had to create specific type of content for the variants because the Glossary
variant needed the keywords and the MT variant had to include the initial
machine translations. The Context variant, on the other hand, showed only
the surrounding sentences, which were easy to pick from the corpus. To
create the needed content, we got help from the language checker.

For the Glossary variant we allowed the language checker to select the
keywords they considered either important in the sentences or difficult to
translate. After selecting the keywords, we checked how the term was trans-
lated in the corpus sentence. The same exact translation was used for the
keyword to ensure we would not intentionally give incorrect answers to the
crowd workers.

We did not select the keywords ourselves as we had no understanding on
Arabic and its characteristics. We were worried that some words would have
been difficult to translate for reasons we could not know by looking only at
the English version of the sentence.

Initial machine translation, on the other hand, could have been easy to
acquire for example from Google Translate, but we did not want to do this.
We thought that using a translation that was completely disconnected from
the corpus could unintentionally guide the crowd workers to direction where
improved sentences could be good, but would not match the corpus as well.
This in turn would skew the results of the automatic evaluation metrics. We
needed also a moderate number of mistakes in each of the machine translated
sentences, and ensuring that was easier if we allowed the language checker to
create the sentences.

We gave the language checker guidelines telling what sort of mistakes
we wanted to include in the simulated machine translations. The guidelines
were created based on the typical mistakes of Neural Machine Translation
(see section 2.2.2). We wanted the translations to include missing words
that were in some cases left completely out and in other cases replaced with
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three subsequent Arabic characters meaning nothing together. Other desired
mistakes were mistranslated words and over-translating parts of the sentence
or individual words. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show examples of these simulated
mistakes.

Table 4.1: Example of intentionally created mistakes in the initial translation of the MT
variant. Red color highlights the part of the translation that was moved to
an incorrect position. Blue color highlights the Unk symbol that replaced the
translation for word ’dramatic’.

Table 4.2: Example of intentionally created mistakes in the initial translation of the
MT variant. Blue color highlights an additionally added translation for word
’season’. Red color highlights the translation of word ’expand’ that is in the
incorrect translation twice due to over-translation.

The language checker then modified the corpus sentences to include the
mistakes. We started with the corpus sentences to ensure that we would
not intentionally give too misleading information to the crowd workers and
to ensure that the fluency of the sentences would stay high as is typical for
NMT [24, 39].

After the language checker had added the first round of mistakes, we
thought that the simulated machine translations were still too close to perfect
and there should be more mistakes in the them. During the second round,
we asked the language checker to add specific kind of mistakes to each of the
sentences. This way we assured that the sentences would contain all sort of
mistakes distributed more equally.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

After both the MVP and the user interface variants had been run through
our system, and we had gotten the responses from the crowd workers, the
evaluation phase of our process was started. We first calculated initial results
using BLEU and METEOR metrics and then we relied on the language
checker to give us more specific knowledge on the translation results. The
results and findings from both of these methods are presented in this chapter.

It is important to note that most of the results presented here are not
statistically significant. Rather these results can be seen as guidelines for
future development and potential hypotheses for upcoming test rounds. Still,
we can theorize the results and try to identify the most potential features.
With help from qualitative methods, we can add a little more certainty to
our findings.

5.1 Issues with results

The first results we received from the system did not display all responses
from crowd workers correctly. For some reason, the initial test results from
the Translation task had only 135 out of 180 responses visible in the data,
while other 45 results showed blank data fields. To make up this deficiency,
we ran the tests again. In the end, we had at least three translations for
each of the corpus sentences, and some sentences had even nine translations.
Another problem related to the sentence count was that with the Glossary
variant our sample size was only 28, because the collected data included only
two responses for two of the tested sentences instead of three. We ran no
additional test round to compensate the missing two sentences.

The Proofread task suffered the most from these bugs that caused empty
answers. As stated in our test specification (see section 3.4.1), we planned to
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proofread all 180 outputs from the Translation task three times making the
total of Proofread tasks 540. We ran the Proofread tasks a few times, but
some translations were still left with no proofreading results. On the other
hand, 9 translations got proofread more than thrice. The overall number of
succeeded proofreads for first three translations of each corpus sentence was
307.

We noticed another issue when we calculated the automatic evaluation
metric scores on the test results: the METEOR scores were abnormal with
the shorter sentences. We did not want to rule short sentences out of the data
as our sample size was already relatively small. This would have been even
more problematic for the user interface variant tests. Using the abnormal
METEOR scores anyway was also seen as a bad option because those could
have distorted the analysis.

Based on this, we decided to use BLEU as our only automated evaluation
method. We considered using one metric enough as also previous studies have
done the same [1, 44]. We used the 4-gram version of BLEU in our analyses.
All sentences were considered case-insensitive, because Arabic does not use
capital letters.

5.2 Initial test result analysis

In this section, we go through the results from our initial test on the MVP.
First, we focus on the Translation task and analyze those results thoroughly.
Then, as we have higher number of responses to Translation tasks than antic-
ipated, we utilize those to analyze the effects of different number of parallel
tasks. Lastly, we go through the results from the Proofread task. Results
from user interface variant are analyzed in section 5.3.

We translated the corpus with Google Translate on May 28, 2018. The
resulting translations were used in every analysis that included Google Trans-
late results.

5.2.1 Overall Translation task results

We considered the MVP as a baseline for further development, which meant
we did not expect particularly high BLEU scores from it. It was pleasant to
see that the average results from the Translation task were comparable with
the results from Google Translate (see figure 5.1).
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0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60

MVP T1-T9

MVP T1-T3

Google
Translate

0.417

0.425

0.425

BLEU score

Figure 5.1: Average BLEU scores for the MVP Translation task and Google Translate
machine translations. T1-T9 counts all and T1-T3 only the three first trans-
lations from the Translation task.

From now on, we use T1-T9 (i.e. translations from 1 to 9) to talk about
results related to all Translation task responses. In those scores some sen-
tences might have more weight on the combined values, because they might
have been translated even nine times. We use T1-T3 for results that take
into account only the first three translations for each sentence as the test
plan intended. This brings the weight balance between the sentence scores
back to equal.

Table 5.1 shows more information about the MVP and Google Translate
results. Even if the average translation quality generated by our system
matched the one from Google Translate, the standard deviations (SD) of
both methods were very high. This means there can be very varying results
in the mix, some with poorer and some with better quality than others.

MVP
T1-T9

MVP
T1-T3

Google
Translate

Mean 0.417 0.425 0.425

Median 0.425 0.430 0.440

SD 0.211 0.209 0.204

n 282 180 60

Table 5.1: BLEU scores for the MVP Translation task from all translations and from
three translations per sentence, and for Google Translate machine transla-
tions.
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5.2.2 Ideal Translation task results

The goal of a crowdsourced translation system is to select the best translation
as the end result. To make this happen, the workflow of our system needs
more development. If the system could select the best overall translation for
each sentence, the results even after the first task in the workflow would have
much higher quality.

0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60

MVP Best
T1-T9

MVP Best
T1-T3

Google
Translate

0.566

0.528

0.425

BLEU score

Figure 5.2: Average BLEU scores for each sentence when translations are selected ideally
after the Translation task.

Figure 5.2 and table 5.2 show the hypothetical results that the Translation
task of the MVP could reach if the optimal translations would be selected for
each sentence. Comparing only the best quality translations was used also in
a study by Borromeo et al. [7]. Even when using only the Translation task
without an advanced workflow, some of the translations created by crowd
workers reach much higher quality than Google Translate. The problems to
overcome are the big variance in the translation quality and finding the best
methods to select the best translations.

MVP
Best T1-T9

MVP
Best T1-T3

Google
Translate

Mean 0.566 0.528 0.425

Median 0.612 0.562 0.440

SD 0.216 0.218 0.204

n 60 60 60

Table 5.2: BLEU scores for each sentence when translations are selected ideally after the
Translation task.
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5.2.3 Number of parallel task

When the number of parallel Translation tasks increases, it is likely that
the average quality of the best translations increases as well. It is not fi-
nancially reasonable to keep the number of parallel tasks too high as the
average addition to top quality translations decreases with every added par-
allel translation. Our test was supposed to limit the parallel tasks to three,
but as we ran a couple of additional test rounds (see section 5.1), we were
able to analyze the effects of changes in number of parallel tasks have on the
Translation task results.

Figure 5.3 shows how the quality of the best translation changes depend-
ing on how many parallel translations we take into account from our tests.
The top bar selects the best translation from the first two crowd worker re-
sponses. Going down the list, each bar adds one more translation alternative
for each sentence before selecting the best one. Only sentences that have at
least five translations are accounted for in these values so the results would
not be skewed.

0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60

Best T1-T5

Best T1-T4

Best T1-T3

Best T1-T2

0.539

0.528

0.496

0.459

BLEU score

Figure 5.3: Average BLEU scores for ideally selected translations of two to five alterna-
tives.
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Based on these scores, the average quality of best translations rises sig-
nificantly when a third and a fourth parallel task are added (from T1-T2 to
T1-T3 to T1-T4). Adding the fifth parallel Translation task did not increase
the average quality as much, but there was still little improvement. The
scores are presented in table 5.3 with more details.

MVP
Best T1-T2

MVP
Best T1-T3

MVP
Best T1-T4

MVP
Best T1-T5

Mean 0.459 0.496 0.528 0.539

Median 0.479 0.519 0.595 0.609

SD 0.206 0.204 0.213 0.211

n 33 33 33 33

Table 5.3: BLEU scores for ideally selected translations. Depending on the column, the
selection was made from two to five alternatives.

Our original plan was to use three parallel tasks, but based on the results
we got, adding a fourth crowd worker to create translations in parallel seems
worthwhile. Still, these deductions are based on scores of ideally selected
sentences, which cannot directly be assumed to move further in the workflow.
These deductions should be tested again with an advanced workflow that
would be able to independently select the translation that should continue
to the next task.

5.2.4 Overall Proofread task results

As previously stated, we did not get as many Proofread task results as in-
tended. Still, we see the number of acceptable responses by crowd workers
high enough to conduct analysis on the Proofread task results. We got 307
acceptable proofreads on 147 translations, which makes the average num-
ber of proofreads per translation 2.09. When we compared results from the
Translation and Proofread tasks we did not use the remaining 33 transla-
tions that got no proofreads even in Translation task scores as those had no
counter partners in Proofread task results.

In our analysis, we used the average BLEU scores calculated from all
proofreads matching a single translation, because the number of proofreads
per translation was varying. This way all proofread sentences had the same
weight in the analysis, rather than giving the same weight to each of the
proofreads. We considered this method better because the BLEU scores
between different sentences are very varying. For example, if a sentence that
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was easy to translate (high BLEU score) got multiple acceptable proofreads
and a hard sentence (low BLEU score) was proofread only once, using the
averages would ensure that the mismatch in the proofread count would not
skew the analysis.
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Figure 5.4: Average BLEU scores for the Translation and Proofread tasks of the MVP.

After minimizing the complications in the data, the results from the
Translation and Proofread tasks could be compared. Figure 5.4 and table
5.4 present the basic BLEU scores for both of the tasks. The values show
that the Proofread task actually lowers the quality of translations instead of
improving it. Based on these results, we state that the Proofread task is not
an effective part of our workflow. These results verify our literature review
findings (see sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.3) telling that the complex crowdsourcing
tasks need advanced workflows and task design.

Translation Proofread

Mean 0.441 0.417

Median 0.433 0.434

SD 0.207 0.190

n 147 147

Table 5.4: BLEU scores for the Translation and Proofread tasks of the MVP.
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5.2.5 Proofread task results depending on initial trans-
lation quality

Previously we calculated the BLEU scores for ideally selected translations
from the Translation task (see section 5.2.2). This simulated the theoretical
situation where our system could always select the best initial translation to
be sent to the next task in the workflow or to be returned to the customer. As
the Proofread task seems to work poorly on average translations, we wanted
to analyze the effect it has on the best translations we received from the
crowd workers in the Translation task.
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Figure 5.5: Average BLEU scores for the ideally selected translations and related re-
sponses from the Proofread task.

Figure 5.5 shows the effect of the Proofread task on the best Translation
task responses. We calculated the BLEU scores of both the average proofread
and the best proofread available. The related results are presented in table
5.5 with more details.

Best
Translation

Average
Proofread

Best
Proofread

Mean 0.520 0.456 0.502

Median 0.562 0.486 0.517

SD 0.224 0.207 0.213

n 58 58 58

Table 5.5: BLEU scores for the ideally selected translations and related responses from
the Proofread task.
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The results were not impressive, rather they show even more clearly that
the Proofread task reduced the quality of translations. It seems that on av-
erage a crowd worker who was trying to improve an existing well-translated
sentence made the quality of the translation drop notably, and even the best
proofreaders were not able to match the quality of the best initial transla-
tions. Again, we see that the Proofread task, as such, is not an efficient
part of our workflow. The even more discouraging finding here is that the
drop in quality caused by average proofreading was even bigger on the best
translations (from 0.520 to 0.456) than on the average ones (from 0.441 to
0.417).

The BLEU scores of the average Proofread task results were so bad in
quality that we decided to analyze the effect that the quality of the Transla-
tion task results had on the work of the proofreaders. We ranked the initial
translations to three groups based on how good BLEU scores they had gotten
compared to other translations on same sentence. The effects of proofread-
ing were then calculated for each of these groups. The related results are
presented in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: BLEU scores of ranked translations before and after the Proofread task.
Dark gray bars equal results from the Translation task and light gray bars
from the Proofread task.

Some sentences were proofread only once or twice which resulted in trans-
lation groups that included the second or third best translations having
smaller sample sizes. We compared the average, not individual, Proofread
task scores with each translation, and therefore saw no need to reject trans-
lations with less than three proofreads.
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Proofread
(Best

translation)

Proofread
(2nd best

translation)

Proofread
(3rd best

translation)

Mean, before 0.520 0.427 0.333

Mean, after 0.456 0.417 0.353

Median, before 0.562 0.426 0.363

Median, after 0.486 0.406 0.377

SD, before 0.224 0.182 0.153

SD, after 0.207 0.169 0.172

n 58 53 36

Table 5.6: BLEU scores of ranked translations before and after the Proofread task.
Columns tell how well the original translation from the Translation task
ranked against its counterparts before the Proofread task. Values match-
ing the ranked translations before and after the Proofread task can be seen
in their own rows.

Table 5.6 shows in more details that after the Proofread task, the quality
of initial different level translations start to approach same mediocre quality.
Basically, proofreading lowers the BLEU score of the best translation versions
and raises it with the worst ones. This does not seem ideal for us, since the
goal of workflow development is to enable sending the best translations to
the next phase, not to improve the poor responses.

We analyzed the Proofread task results from a few points of view, and
none of those showed any positive effects on the initial translations. In con-
clusion, we recommend that the Proofread task, as such, should be rejected
from the workflow of our system, because it clearly lowers the quality of
translations received from the Translation task.
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5.3 User interface variant test analysis

After finding the baseline quality of our system, it was possible to compare
that to the results from the user interface variant tests. In this section, we
present BLEU scores for the user interface variant tests and compare those
results with the baseline. The results form the qualitative evaluation can be
found in section 5.4.

5.3.1 Interpreting variant results

The user interface variant tests were conducted with only ten sentences,
which meant 30 translations in total for each variant. The Glossary variant
had two translation results missing making its total only 28. This analysis
takes into account only the selected ten sentences also for the MVP results
to keep the differences between sentences to minimum.

It is important to note that the Glossary and MT variants give crowd
workers correctly translated words and sentence structure that can be used
in the answers. If the crowd workers were more likely to use the given correct
words, it would have had a positive effect on the BLEU score as it is calculated
based on the appearance and relative location of words matching the corpus.
The Context variant, on the other hand, did not give any correct words to
the crowd workers, rather it just tried to help the users by showing more of
the original text.

5.3.2 Variant comparison

We compare the results from the user interface variants to the results from
the MVP Translation task, since the variants are designed to potentially
replace the user interface of the Translation task. The further steps in the
crowdsourcing workflow do not depend on the content of the Translation task
as long as the crowd worker responses are only translations to the original
sentence. From now on, the use of MVP alone refers to the Translation task
in it.

Also, here we do not compare the BLEU scores of the user interface
variants to Google Translate or any other external services, because we are
trying to find the best possible first task design for our system, and the
difference that matters is the one between the MVP and the variants. The
MVP was compared with Google Translate in order to understand where our
system was to begin with.
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Figure 5.7: Average BLEU scores for user interface variant test results.

Figure 5.7 shows average BLEU scores for each of the tested user interface
variants. It shows that the most efficient user interface variant seems to
be the Context variant. Next one is the Glossary variant, which has very
little effect on the translation quality compared to the MVP. Lastly, the MT
variant shows notably worse quality than the MVP.

The variant test results are presented with more details in table 5.7. The
high BLEU scores of the Context variant are especially interesting when
considering future development, since implementing a visible context to the
system interfaces would be very simple. As the results here are promising, a
new question about the amount of shown context rises. A future test could
try to find out how many sentences or words is the optimal amount of visible
information for the crowd workers.

MVP
Translation

Context
variant

Glossary
variant

MT
variant

Mean 0.440 0.478 0.446 0.413

Median 0.444 0.506 0.427 0.403

SD 0.224 0.181 0.170 0.189

n 30 30 28 30

Table 5.7: BLEU scores for user interface variant test results.

To our surprise, the quality of translations created by the MT variant was
notably lower compared to the MVP. Based on these results, it seems that
the crowd workers were not able to benefit from the given initial machine
translations. Rather it seems that the additional information disturbed the
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translation process of the crowd workers. More analysis on the MT variant
can be found in section 5.3.4.

The rise in quality with the Glossary variant is basically meaningless
when we consider that the variant gives crowd workers keywords that match
the translations in the corpus perfectly. Based on these results, we cannot
say whether glossaries help the crowd workers to create better translations or
not, because using the given correct keywords will push up the BLEU score,
and in this test the Glossary variant always gives the optimal words to the
crowd workers.

The high standard deviation values of the variants and the MVP (see table
5.7) tell that the variance between BLEU scores of different translations is
high also in the variant test results. To illustrate the variance, figure 5.8
includes every translation from each of the variants and the MVP on all
sentences used in the variant test. The figure shows that the scores vary
notably both within a sentence and between sentences.
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Figure 5.8: BLEU scores for each translation created in the variant test, and the related
MVP results.

5.3.3 Normality and significance

We wanted to test if the results were normally distributed as per our plan
(see section 3.5) it would allow us to use t-test to analyze the statistical
significance of quality changes between the MVP and the variants. When
we conducted Shapiro-Wilk test on the test data of the Translation task of
the MVP, we saw that the p-value for non-normal distributions was 0.069.
This meant we could not reject the hypothesis that the data is normally
distributed as that would have needed a p-value under 0.05. Still, the value
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was not encouragingly high, so the results from the t-tests we conduct should
be interpreted with caution.

As the MVP results barely passed the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality,
we decided to use the same test also on the variant results. After that, we
conducted t-tests to see if the effects of the variants on the translation quality
were statistically significant when compared with the results of the MVP. P-
values from both of these tests are combined into table 5.8. It shows that
the Shapiro-Wilk test cannot reject the hypothesis that our data is normally
distributed with any of the variants. On the other hand, the p-values from
the t-test are really high and therefore tell that our results are not statistically
significant. This means we have to keep our focus on proof-of-concept level
findings as initially planned.

MVP
Translation

Context
variant

Glossary
variant

MT
variant

Shapiro-
Wilk

0.069 0.198 0.105 0.867

Student’s
t-test

— 0.296 0.774 0.600

n 180 30 28 30

Table 5.8: P-values from the Shapiro-Wilk test and Student’s t-test. If Shapiro-Wilk
value is over 0.05, the hypothesis of normally distributed results cannot be
rejected. If Student’s t-test value is lower than 0.05, the effect of the variant
on the translation quality compared to the MVP is statistically significant.

5.3.4 Machine translation variant analysis

Our initial hypothesis, which was based on findings of Borromeo et al. [7],
was that crowd workers would be faster to improve an existing machine
translated sentence than to create a new from scratch, but there would not
be any impact on the quality. But, as the results from the MT variant were
surprisingly poor, we were eager to see how much, if at all, the crowd workers
improved the initial translations shown in the instructions of the variant. To
test this, we compare the BLEU scores of the initial translations with the
MT variant results. In section 5.4 we try to find if there are more complex
issues with the MT variant results such as crowd workers copying the initial
translation or making the minimal possible changes to it.
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Figure 5.9: Average BLEU scores for initially simulated MT sentences and the MT vari-
ant results.

Figure 5.9 and table 5.9 show how well crowd workers have been able to
improve the initial translations during the task. The results are not impres-
sive as the rise in quality is only minor. We cannot be sure how crowd workers
would perform if the machine translations had different starting quality, but
it seems that the MT variant should not be used as such. This is supported
by results from the Proofread task that also tried to improve translations
unsuccessfully (see section 5.2.4).

MT initial
sentences

MT
variant

Mean 0.394 0.413

Median 0.333 0.403

SD 0.218 0.189

n 10 30

Table 5.9: BLEU scores for initially simulated MT sentences and the MT variant results.

5.3.5 Correlations with machine translations

Crowdsourced translation systems aim to create better quality translations
than machine translation alternatives. We wanted to know if our system
performs in the same manner as machine translation systems with different
sentences of varying difficulty levels. Therefore, we calculated the correla-
tions between the BLEU scores from Google Translate and the user interface
variants.
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MVP
Translation

Context
variant

Glossary
variant

MT
variant

Correlation
coefficient r

0.594*** 0.584*** 0.382* 0.048

n 180 30 28 30

Table 5.10: Correlation between BLEU score results of different variants and the machine
translations by Google Translate. Correlations marked with * (p < 0.05),
** (p < 0.01) and *** (p < 0.001) are statistically significant.

The results we got (see table 5.10) show clear correlations between the
output from our system and the machine translated sentences created by
Google Translate. Based on guidelines to interpret correlation coefficients by
Zou, Tuncali and Silverman [45], correlations of the MVP and the Context
variant are moderate, whereas the Glossary variant correlates only weakly.
The MT variant shows almost no correlation at all, which results in statistical
insignificance. Still, as correlations of all of the variants are on the positive
side, it seems that our system is competing with machine translations like it
is supposed to.

We compared also the correlations of the initially simulated MT sentences
and MT variant results with each other. Table 5.11 shows how correlation
drops from weak to almost nonexistent after crowd workers have modified the
initial translations. When we combine this finding with the previous results
telling that the correlations of the Glossary and MT variants are weaker than
the ones of the MVP and the Context variant, it seems that all additional
information that simulates the MT backend output actually guides crowd
workers into faulty direction.

MT initial
sentences

MT
variant

Correlation
coefficient r

0.272 0.048

n 10 30

Table 5.11: Correlation between BLEU score results of both the MT variant and initially
simulated sentences, and the machine translations by Google Translate. Nei-
ther value is significant when p < 0.05
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5.4 Qualitative evaluation

The qualitative evaluation was conducted with help from the language checker.
By examining the results of different user interface variants, we tried to iden-
tify how the quality of translations changes based on the used variant. On
top of that, we inspected how often, if at all, crowd workers had used the
keywords given in the Glossary variant, and if they had been able to correct
the created mistakes in the simulated machine translations.

5.4.1 Qualitative evaluation grades

We asked the language checker to give a grade from 0 to 5 to all of the
related translations. These included the ones created by Google Translate,
the MVP and all of the user interface variants. On top of that, we added
the corpus translations to the lists to make sure that there were no problems
with those. We evaluated Google Translate results, because previously we
had compared those with our system only with BLEU scores and we wanted
to do the comparisons also in the qualitative evaluation.

To get unbiased results, we showed the language checker only the original
sentence and a randomly ordered list of all translations for a single sentence
at a time. Neither the used user interface variant, BLEU scores nor any other
guiding information was shown during the evaluation.

We had written each grade a guiding description to be used. Grade 0 was
reserved for translations that were totally unrelated to the original sentence;
none of those were needed in the qualitative evaluation. Other grades varied
from 1: ’Meaning not clear, some correct words’ to 5: ’Very good translation’.
With grades 1 to 4 we focused more on adequacy, and the difference between
grades 4 and 5 was mostly about the fluency of the translation.

On top of the grading guidelines, the language checker felt that it was
clearer to think about grading based on how big part of the translation was
understandable and appraisable. Based on language checker’s description,
grade 5 matched translations that were at least 95 percent perfect and grade
1 was reserved for translations that were less than 70 percent good. The
grading guidelines and percentage estimations of the language checker can
be seen in appendix C.
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Figure 5.10: Average qualitative evaluation grades (0-5).

After the grading was complete, we combined the grades together and
calculated the average grades for each of the variants (see figure 5.10). These
values tell us that the MT and Context variants performed notably better
than the MVP. The Glossary variant, on the other hand, improved results
only slightly.

The related translations from Google Translate were little better than the
ones from the MVP, but did not reach the translation quality of the Context
and MT variant results. Based on this, we see that the output of the first
task in our system is roughly on the same level with Google Translate. This
is in line with our BLEU score comparison between the MVP and Google
Translate (see section 5.2.1). Table 5.12 presents these results with more
details.

MVP
Translation

Context
variant

Glossary
variant

MT
variant

Google
Translate

Mean 3.53 3.90 3.61 3.93 3.70

n 30 30 28 30 10

Table 5.12: Average qualitative evaluation grades (0-5).

The Corpus proved to have good level translations as it got four times the
grade 5 and six times the grade 4 making its average 4.40, or if we look at
this the other way around, the language checker was able to spot the Corpus
level translations well. We did not add the Corpus results to figure 5.10 and
table 5.12, because our aim is to improve the MVP rather than trying to
match the professional grade translations with the first task of our workflow.
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The core part in the qualitative grading was to give us an idea of how big
part of the translations could have been published directly to the customers.
We had agreed with the language checker that the translations receiving
grades 4 and 5 had to be good enough to be published as such, but transla-
tions with worse grades would have needed to go through improvements.

5 4 3 2 1 0

MVP Translation 23 % 27 % 30 % 20 % — —

Context variant 30 % 40 % 20 % 10 % — —

Glossary variant 21 % 32 % 36 % 7 % 4 % —

MT variant 37 % 33 % 17 % 13 % — —

Google Translate 30 % 30 % 20 % 20 % — —

Table 5.13: Distribution of qualitative evaluation grades (0-5) for the translations of the
ten tested sentences.
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Figure 5.11: Percentages of translations ready to be published based on qualitative eval-
uation. Dark gray bars equal translations with maximum score of 5 and
light gray bars with score of 4.

To understand how big part of translations created by crowd workers
would have been ready for publishing, we combined the distribution percent-
ages of each grade for each of the variants to table 5.13. It shows that the
grades vary mostly between two and five. But, as we were mostly interested
in the highest grades, those are illustrated in figure 5.11. It shows only the
percentages of the translations that would have been ready to be published.
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The results tell that crowd workers using the MVP create publishable
sentences half of the time, while the MT and Context variants reach that
quality 70 percent of the time. The Glossary variant has only nominally
better success rate than the MVP. Google Translate was again in the middle
as it provided publishable translations 60 percent of the time.

Based on these results, after the first Translation task our system does
not reach publishable results often enough. Even the 70 percent rate of the
best variants is far from the desired one. These results highlight once again
the importance of subsequent tasks in the workflow.

5.4.2 Usage of the keywords

Even though the Glossary variant did not generate impressive results in gen-
eral, we wanted to know if the given additional information changed the
crowd workers’ responses. Therefore, we counted the times the crowd workers
used the given keywords shown in the variant. Only exact matches between
the keywords and the response contents were taken into account, because
those could be calculated automatically. We counted also the occurrences of
those keywords in the MVP responses. These results are presented in figure
5.12.
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Figure 5.12: The number of times users used the given keywords with the Glossary
variant compared with the occurrence of those words in the MVP responses.

The difference in results between the Glossary variant and the MVP is
considerable. Clearly crowd workers did utilize the additional information in
their responses. In total, they could have used different keywords 72 times
in their responses, which means that with the Glossary variant the crowd
workers used the exact terms 65 percent of the time whereas with the MVP
the percentage was only 14.

When we showed the Glossary variant results to the language checker, we
learned that, on top of the automatically calculated occurrences, the crowd
workers had used the keywords 13 additional times. In those responses, the
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used words had the same stems as the related keywords, but were modified
in other ways. This means that only 12 out of 72 times, the crowd workers
did not use the additional information.

The high usage of additional information can be seen as a positive, but
at the same time it conflicts with the overall results of the Glossary variant.
Even by using the additional information, the crowd workers are not able to
generate better quality translations. The feature behind the Glossary variant
clearly has potential, but the way it is used in the current workflow is not
optimal. At the moment, the variant could still be used if some words had
to be translated in a specific way.

5.4.3 Corrections on the simulated MT mistakes

When looking at the MT variant results, we had to rely heavily on the lan-
guage checker. First, we categorized the previously created mistakes to five
different types of mistakes. These included missing, incorrect and redun-
dant words, over-translations and Unks. Each initially simulated translation
included one to three mistakes.

The number of mistakes in all initial translations combined was 22. As
three different crowd workers worked on each of the translations, there were
a total of 66 mistakes to correct. We asked the language checker to look
through each of the MT variant results and tell if the mistakes had been
corrected or not. The percentage values we present in figure 5.13 tell how
often crowd workers were able to correct certain types of mistakes.
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Figure 5.13: Percentages of corrected mistakes in the MT variant results.
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Missing
word

Incorrect
word

Redundant
word

Over-
translation

Unk

Correction
percentage

61 % 46 % 83 % 83 % 100 %

n 18 24 6 12 6

Table 5.14: Percentages of corrected mistakes in the MT variant results.

Like the table 5.14 shows, the numbers of different mistake types varied
a little between each other. The hardest mistakes to correct were missing
and incorrect words, and the easiest ones were Unks. The difference between
the rate of corrections on missing words and Unks clearly tell that crowd
workers were more likely to add and correct the words, when those were
pointed out to them. Likewise, the crowd workers corrected the mistakes
nicely when the translation included excessive content in form of redundant
words or over-translations.

It seems that additional content in the initial translation grabs the at-
tention of crowd workers more easily than missing or incorrect information.
Of course, there is a possibility that the crowd workers considered the miss-
ing words unnecessary or thought that the incorrect words matched the real
meaning closely enough. Still, we suggest keeping this finding in mind when
designing new workflows.



Chapter 6

Discussion and conclusions

Our study focused on a crowdsourced translation system that is under de-
velopment in the ERICS project. We wanted to evaluate the first version of
the system and find guidelines for the next step in the iterative development.
Here we present our key findings and give suggestions for future.

6.1 Answers to research questions

We introduced three research questions in section 1.2. Our overall aim was to
test how good translation quality the first version of our system can generate.
Those results were planned to be used as baseline for future tests. Another
key objective of this study was to test how different user interface content
shown in the crowd tasks impacts the translation quality. Here we summarize
our findings and actions to answer these questions.

Comparing translation quality

First, we wanted to figure out, how to compare the output quality of different
crowdsourced translation system version with each other. We found that
machine translations are often evaluated with automatic metrics, such as
BLEU, METEOR or NIST [1, 2, 30, 32, 38, 40, 41, 44]. And, as crowdsourced
translations correlate with machine translations [44] and have previously been
evaluated with the same metrics [1, 32, 44], we felt confident in using BLEU
in our evaluations. If the same corpus is used in the future tests, the results
we presented in this study can be used to compare the advanced versions of
the system with the MVP and the user interface variants.

60
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Taking small sample size into account

The second research question voiced our worries about the small sample size
of our tests. The most straightforward way to increase the power of tests is
to raise the sample size [11]. This was not an option for us, so we decided
not to aim for statistical significance. Our goal was to get results that could
be used as guidelines for future development in the ERICS project.

Still, to get more reliable results, we decided to keep the changes between
the variants to minimum and to focus on larger effects. Therefore, only one
feature was changed between the variants to make pinpointing the origin of
the change in the results easy. In contrast, companies running large online
A/B tests can have hundreds of overlapping tests conducted at the same
time [27]. Concurrently, large A/B tests focus often on small effects, because
even those matter a lot when the scale of operation is huge [11]. We, on
the other hand, conducted relatively small-scale tests, and focused only on
clearly notable differences between the results of different variants.

In order not to depend only on the BLEU scores, we decided to qual-
itatively evaluate the translations from different variants. The same idea
of combining automatic and human evaluations has previously been used in
the crowdsourced translation field [31]. By using two evaluation methods,
those could confirm results of one another. Qualitative evaluation grades
were given to the translations based on their fluency and adequacy. These
two characteristics were used, because translations can be, and have been,
evaluated based on them [7, 31, 38].

Results from A/B tests are typically analyzed by Student’s t-test [11]. As
it requires normally distributed data [10], we used Shapiro-Wilk test, which
has been assessed as a powerful option amongst tests for normality [44], to
determine the normality of our data. We did this, because the typical way
of A/B testing to assume normality with Central Limit Theorem [11], was
not possible for us due to the limited sample sizes. Both of these tests fitted
well to their purpose with our BLEU score results.

With these tests, we confirmed our results were not statistically signifi-
cant, so we settled on proof-of-concept level results. If the goal is to reach
statistical significance during the upcoming test rounds, the sample size has
to be raised.
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The content of user interfaces

The other main goal of our study, on top of finding the translation quality
baseline, was to test how different user interface content can help crowd
workers to write better quality translations. We designed and tested three
user interface variants and compared those with the results of the initial
system.

Our results tell that showing the context around the text that needs
translation would be beneficial for the system, because both the automated
and qualitative evaluations tell that the Context variant generates higher
quality in average than the MVP. Knowledge on the context of the tasks was
seen beneficial also by Salehi et al. [36]. Visible context is used also in the
Find-Fix-Verify workflow pattern [6].

On the other hand, allowing crowd workers to correct an initial machine
translation instead of writing the translation from scratch did not work.
When crowd workers were asked to improve an existing translation, its qual-
ity decreased. This contradicts our literature review findings telling that
utilizing initial machine translations does not have negative effects on the
translation quality created by crowd workers [7].

6.2 Limitations

Even though we consider the results usable in the ERICS project, those have
some limitations. Here we present the key limitations that should be taken
into account when applying the presented results.

Small sample size

The biggest problem in our tests is the lack of statistical significance. We
studied and applied ways to manage the small sample sizes, nevertheless the
results should be considered only as proof-of-concept. This means, we believe
the results and analyses can be used as basis for the future development in
the ERICS project. We present the suggestions for development in section
6.3.

We propose that after the changes have been implemented to the system,
a new test round should be conducted to verify our findings. To overcome the
limited statistical significance, the tests should be conducted with a larger
sample size, as it the most straightforward way to increase the power of the
test [11].

We conducted the tests on the Crowdee platform that has relatively high
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price point. Many previous studies have used MTurk where the payments are
much lower [1, 6, 36, 44]. It would be possible to create the tasks on MTurk
with the same content we used in the tests. This would allow testing larger
samples with the same overall price. Though, this raises the question whether
it is fair to pay workers so little, and as we found out, around half of the
workers earn under 5$ an hour on MTurk [14]. For the ERICS project, this
option does not seem wise as Crowdee is a key component in the developed
system.

Language and corpus

The system was tested only with English-to-Arabic language pair, but the
final product should be able to translate text between multiple languages.
Testing the system with other language pairs would be important, because
some languages can be harder to translate due to their qualities, such as
word order [5, 30]. The use of single language pair was seen limiting also by
Minder and Bernstein [32].

Also, the corpus sentences we used in the test were from a transcript of
a presentation. Other reference texts might have different attributes that
could affect the crowd workers in their tasks. To overcome this limitation,
we think that it would be beneficial to test the system with different corpora
that are combined from varying sources.

Simulated content

Instead of using real output from a machine translation backend, we used
simulated content in the user interfaces of the crowd tasks. The keywords
and initial translations we created were formulated based on the corpus trans-
lations. It is possible that this created a bias to the associated variants and
the results they produced. When the machine translation backend of the
system will be functional in the future, it could create the content for the
user interfaces, if those were to be tested again.

Our decision to simulate the translations contradicted the one of Bor-
romeo et al. [7], who used Google Translate to produce the initial machine
translations. The difference between our and their studies was that we an-
alyzed the results with BLEU metric and they used experts to grade the
translations on fluency and adequacy. As we used BLEU scores with sin-
gle reference sentences, we considered that real machine translation content
could guide the crowd workers to different writing style than the reference,
which would have resulted in poorer BLEU scores. Therefore, we saw simu-
lating the content as lesser of two evils.
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Qualitative evaluation

We conducted qualitative analysis on the variant test results to give us more
information about the translations. The limitations here are that we used
only a single person to give the evaluation grades and that person was not a
professional translator. Using multiple experts, like Borromeo et al. [7] did,
could have given more trustworthy results. Even if the language checker we
used was fluent in both Arabic and English, professional translators might
have had more insights on the translations.

6.3 Suggestions for development

In this section, we present different ways of the crowdsourced translation sys-
tem could be developed and refined further. These guidelines are specifically
geared towards the ERICS project, but can be seen useful in other related
projects as well. Our suggestions for future research in general can be found
in section 6.4.

6.3.1 Four parallel tasks

Based on findings on the number of parallel tasks presented in section 5.2.3,
we suggest that the system should start using four parallel tasks when creat-
ing the initial translation. Using even more crowd workers in parallel would
be beneficial, but each added translator gives diminishing returns. We under-
stand that each added parallel task demands more resources, so adding the
fifth task is not as mandatory as the fourth. If adding even the fourth parallel
task is not feasible resourcefully and financially, the number of parallel tasks
should definitely not drop below three. These numbers match closely to the
ones used and suggested in previous studies [6, 32, 44].

6.3.2 Workflow modifications

The workflow of the current system is clearly not optimal as results from the
Proofread task (see section 5.2.4) did not increase the quality of the initial
translations. Rather we saw that proofreading had the opposite effect on the
output of the Translation task. It is especially problematic that the largest
decrease in quality was on the best translations, because we want those to
remain in the workflow.

We state that it is necessary to redesign and redevelop the workflow of
our system after the Translation task. Findings in our literature review
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(see section 2.1.3) already told that crowdsourcing complex tasks, such as
translation, needs more advanced workflows [6, 22]. Section 2.1.5 is a good
place to start the redesign process as it combines together the key findings
considering workflows.

As the ERICS project is still in the beginning of its workflow refinement,
it could be beneficial to create a way to dynamically change both the order
of the tasks and the ways the results are combined together. This sort of
method was successfully used by Minder and Bernstein [31, 32].

6.3.3 Visible context

As the answer to the third research question in section 6.1 tells, by presenting
the context of the sentence, the user interface helps crowd workers to write
better quality translations. Implementing this change to the system would
be really easy as it does not require any sort of advanced machine translation
backend that the other two tested variants would have needed. We suggest
that the visible context should be implemented also to other tasks in the
workflow.

6.3.4 Modifications on other variants

Directly asking crowd workers to improve previous translations clearly did
not work as can be seen both with the Proofread task (see section 5.2.4)
and the MT variant (see section 5.3.4) results. As previously stated, this
contradicted with a previous study [7]. Based on our results, we suggest
that the MT variant should not be used as such in the system, even if the
qualitative evaluation gave the variant favorable grades. Same goes with the
Glossary variant that did not show significant improvements over the MVP
neither in the quantitative nor in the qualitative evaluation.

We believe that with an improved workflow, utilizing the MT backend
could have more potential. The additional information shown by the MT and
Glossary variants might have disturbed the crowd workers during straightfor-
ward translation tasks, but in other situations the features of those variants
might help the crowd workers. We suggest modifying the MT and Glossary
variants to match another tasks in the redesigned workflow. Based on our
results, if a fitting task could be found, we can trust that the crowd workers
would be able to use the given additional information in their responses (see
section 5.4.2).

As the MT backend will be developed regardless of the crowd tasks, it
would be wise to test new ways to utilize machine translations in the work-
flow. The MT and Glossary variants would have potential in this, because
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they could easily be combined with regular instructions or visible context.
The problem this might cause is too cluttered user interfaces, but iterative
testing should find out more about that.

As an example, one task in the workflow could ask crowd workers to only
mark the mistakes in the translations, not to correct those themselves. This
division between the tasks is suggested also in previous studies [6, 19]. Like
in the study by Borromeo et al. [7], the origin of the translations could be
the Translation task, MT backend or some other part of the workflow. The
Glossary variant could be utilized by showing the keywords to the crowd
worker who is pointing out the mistakes. If an incorrect word was used
instead of the keyword, it would be easy to mark. After that, another crowd
worker would receive a task asking to correct the marked mistakes in the
sentence. Improving translations might be easier for crowd workers if they
did not have to find the mistakes themselves, since crowd workers were more
likely to correct easily notable mistakes in the initial translations of the MT
variant (see section 5.4.3).

6.4 Conclusions and recommendations

We conducted two sets of tests on a crowdsourced translation system. First
test was conducted to find the baseline of translation quality that the system
can generate. The second test had a smaller sample size and focused on the
impact of the user interface content to translation quality created by crowd
workers.

Our initial workflow included two steps. In the first task crowd workers
were asked to translate a single sentence, and in the second task another
crowd worker was supposed to provide an improved version of the initial
translation. The second test focused only on the first step of the workflow.

We found out that the crowd workers are not able to improve the qual-
ity of existing translations when they are simply presented with the original
sentence and a translation of it. Our second key finding was that showing sur-
rounding sentences around the sentence that was supposed to be translated,
helped crowd workers to write better quality translations.

An interesting future research topic would be the optimal amount and
way of presenting the context to crowd workers. The research could focus on
the number of surrounding sentences before and after the sentence needing
translation. Another possibility would be testing if the context could be
explained through other means, for example by showing the headline or a
summary of the article that the system should translate.
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Appendix A

Test plan visualization

Figure A.1: Visualization of the test plan and workflow.
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Appendix B

Corpus for variant tests

Corpus sentence

But this understates the seriousness of this particular problem because

it doesn’t show the thickness of the ice.

It expands in winter and contracts in summer.

Professor Katey Walter from the University of Alaska went out with

another team to another shallow lake last winter.

She’s okay. The question is whether we will be.

Last month scientists reported the entire continent is now in negative

ice balance.

In the Himalayas, the third largest mass of ice: at the top you see new

lakes, which a few years ago were glaciers.

In California there has been a 40 percent decline in the Sierra snowpack.

This drying around the world has lead to a dramatic increase in fires.

Look carefully at the area of the eastern Pacific, from the Americas,

extending westward, and on either side of the Indian subcontinent,

where there is a radical depletion of oxygen in the oceans.

You probably saw it on the news.

Table B.1: Sentences used in user interface variant tests. Whole corpus from MT track
of IWSLT Evaluation 2016 (IWSLT Evaluation 2016, MT track — https:
//sites.google.com/site/iwsltevaluation2016/mt-track)
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Appendix C

Qualitative evaluation grade de-
scriptions

Grade
Estimated
percentage

Grade description

0 0 % Unrelated translation

1 <70 %
Meaning not clear,

some correct words

2 70 %

Hard to understand meaning

and/or many wording

or grammar mistakes

3 80 %
Understandable meaning with

wording or grammar mistakes

4 90 %
Easily understandable meaning,

but stiff language

5 95 % Very good translation

Table C.1: Grade definitions used in qualitative evaluation. Percentages are language
checker’s estimations on how big part of the translation is good. Grading
guidelines were initially written to help the language checker in the evalua-
tion.
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